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From: Bob Sanner
To: Council, City; Bob Sanner
Subject: Fwd: Current proposed revision of the Protected Tree Statute DOES NOT AGREE WITH STATE LAW
Date: Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:00:14 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Bob Sanner <bbsanner@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Oct 9, 2021 at 10:50 PM
Subject: Fwd: Current proposed revision of the Protected Tree Statute DOES NOT AGREE
WITH STATE LAW
To: Bob Sanner <bbsanner@gmail.com>, Tom Du Bois <tom.dubois@cityofpaloalto.org>,
<pat.burt@cityofpaloalto.org>, Cormack, Alison <Alison.Cormack@cityofpaloalto.org>,
Filseth, Eric (Internal) <eric.filseth@cityofpaloalto.org>, Kou, Lydia
<lydia.kou@cityofpaloalto.org>, Stone, Greer <greer.stone@cityofpaloalto.org>, Greg
Tanaka <greg@gregtanaka.org>
Cc: <Ed.Shikada@cityofpaloalto.org>, <molly.stump@cityofpaloalto.org>, Gollinger, Peter
<Peter.Gollinger@cityofpaloalto.org>, , <city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>, Barbara Sanner
<BarbaraSan@aol.com>

SUBJECT: Tree Ordinance Proposal, 10/18/21.   AGENDA ITEM NUMBER:  13

Dear Mayor Dubois and Palo Alto City Council Members:

I want to thank the staff for their work on this important subject,  and I appreciate their taking
the time to meet with me to discuss it in detail.

The problem I have personally encountered is described further below.  But it is much more
than a personal problem. While the proposed change in the  City's statute 8.10.050 does move
it forward from the current statute, but it does not, (in my opinion), comply with State
Law.  In the last few years a few cities and counties near Palo Alto have updated their statutes
to comply with CA Civil Code #3479 .  This is perhaps the most significant statute in CA  as
to property and is often cited by judges.  For example, an appeals judge (Lussier case, 1988)
wrote that it "reflect(s) values of substantial importance”.  It should not be ignored or
contradicted in the proposed new City statute. 

The good news is Palo Alto is updating its tree codes that were last written two decades ago.
Now is the perfect opportunity to comply with the State Law.    
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STATE LAW:

CA Civil Code #3479:    "Anything...which is an obstruction to the free use of property, so
as to interfere with the comfortable enjoyment of life or property...is a nuisance.”  
Sometimes locally protected trees fit this description, i.e., become a (legal) nuisance,
which is why all the local cities and counties listed below my signature use similar
language to be compliance with #3479.  

PROPOSED NEW STATUTE:  COPY SUNNYVALE'S

Sunnyvale statute 19.94.060.  Removal is allowed if the protected tree "RESTRICTS THE
OWNERS' OR A NEIGHBOR'S ABILITY TO ENJOY THE REASONABLE USE OR
ECONOMIC POTENTIAL OF THE PROPERTY".

I have had damage of $125,000 caused by my neighbor’s several protected redwood trees. 
This damage, caused by the tree roots, is a result of 5 separate incidents in just 5 years. This
damage will NEVER stop as long as the trees remain because, by law, the large roots closest
to the tree that extend into our yard cannot be cut.  As long as they remain, we will ALWAYS
have frequent and often significant damage to our property.  We have spent hundreds of
hours over those 5 years.  I am just one example of several people I know who have similar
root problems, and this damage is not covered by our insurance.
 
My wife and I are seniors, who intend to sell in the next 5-10 years to move to a retirement
facility.  Would YOU want to buy our home with this on-going problem?  

I urge you to make the new City code compliant with state law.  Please adopt the Sunnyvale
language above.

I trust you will carefully consider this issue and the modification I suggest above.  It addresses
serious problems; and, it is consistent with state law and the best practices of numerous citites
and counties in our region.

Signed:  Robert C. Sanner

Language used by other local communities to allow removal of protected trees: 

San Mateo County (unincorporated areas) "...allow economic or other enjoyment of the
property". Code 11,082.  I believe this language may date to 1977. 

Santa Clara County (unincorporated areas) :  "....allow reasonable economic or other
enjoyment of the property".  Code C16-11.

City of San Mateo: "...allow reasonable economic enjoyment of the property."  Code
13.40.100.

Saratoga: "...for economic or other enjoyment of the property". Code 15-50.080.



Sunnyvale: "...enjoy the reasonable use or economic potential of the property."  Code
19.94.060.

Los Altos: "...for economic or other enjoyment of the property."  Code 11.08.



  

  
August   2,   2021   
  

Dear   Council   Members   Kou   (Chair),   Stone,   and   Tanaka,          Via   email   
  

Re:   Proposed   Update   of   Palo   Alto’s   Tree   Protection   Ordinance   (Title   8)   
  

Canopy   believes   that   updating   Palo   Alto’s   Tree   Protection   Ordinance   is   a   top   priority   for   the   city.   
While   the   city’s   tree   canopy   is   mature,   abundant,   and   vibrant,   it   is   also   at   risk.   Mature   trees,   
especially   native   oaks,   are   being   lost   parcel-by-parcel   due   to   development.   In   addition,   
neighborhoods   face   disparities   in   canopy   cover,   and   climate-change   impacts   are   already   being   
felt.   The   current   Title   8   provisions   are   not   as   strong   as   comparable   requirements   in   surrounding   
communities   in   terms   of   tree   protection   or   replacement.     
  

The   reasons   for   protecting   and   planting   trees   are   clear.   Among   many   other   benefits,   trees   
sequester   carbon,   combat   the   urban   heat   island   effect,   cool   buildings,   prevent   soil   erosion   and   
stormwater   run-off,   provide   wildlife   habitat,   and   promote   walking   and   biking   on   city   streets.   
Neighborhoods   well-shaded   with   street   trees   can   be   up   to   6-10   degrees   cooler   than   
neighborhoods   without.   Trees   provide   a   substantial   return   on   investment   and,   even   in   times   of   
drought   and   budget   tightening,   are   worth   their   water   and   maintenance.     
  

Canopy   has   consulted   with   the   ad   hoc   group   (Winter   Dellenbach,   Jeff   Greenfield,   Karen   
Holman,   and   Doria   Summa)   that   has   prepared   a   redlined   draft   with   suggested   revisions.   We   
applaud   their   careful   analysis   and   are   generally   supportive   of   the   spirit   and   goals   of   their   
suggested   changes.   We   also   support   many   of   the   changes   suggested   by   staff   that   are   shown   in   
the   2019   track   changes   draft.   
  

To   highlight   a   few   important   issues,   Canopy   would   like   to   see   the   city   improve   Title   8   by:   
● Expanding   the   list   of   protected   species   in   section   8.10.020 .   The   current   ordinance   

protects   only   three   species,   meaning   that   many   of   the   city’s   beautiful   trees   on   private   
property   are   completely   vulnerable   to   harm   or   removal.   More   native   species   need   
protection,   as   do   desirable   and   substantial   nonnative   trees.   

● Protecting   more   trees   during   development   under   section   8.10.050 .   Project   applicants   
should   be   required   to   consider   feasible   alternatives   that   would   avoid   removing   protected   
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trees.   The   city   should   also   work   to   prevent   the   two-step   scenario   under   which   applicants   
apply   to   remove   protected   trees   and   subsequently   apply   to   develop   their   property,   now   
made   easier   because   no   protected   trees   remain.   

● Simplifying   and   enhancing   the   requirement   to   replace   trees.    When   a   protected   tree   is   
lost   for   any   reason--whether   on   public   or   private   property--there   is   loss   of   all   of   the   
community   and   environmental   benefits   that   the   tree   afforded,   as   well   as   a   decrease   in   
the   city’s   canopy.   One   of   the   city’s   Urban   Forest   Master   Plan   policies   is   to   strive   for   “no   
net   loss/increase”   in   the   city’s   canopy   cover.   Consistent   with   this   policy,   when   a   
protected   tree   is   lost,   it   should   be   replaced.   Canopy   supports   staff’s   proposed   change   in   
section   8.10.050(e)(1),   which   requires   tree   replacement   under   all   scenarios   of   property   
development.   Where   a   protected   tree   is   lost   in   the   absence   of   proposed   development,   
the   tree   should   still   be   replaced--on-site   whenever   possible.   Replacement   trees   should   
then   be   monitored   and   protected   so   that   they   ultimately   increase   canopy   cover.     

  
Thank   you   for   devoting   your   time   to   this   important   issue.   With   both   climate-change   impacts   and   
tree   inequities   in   the   daily   news,   Palo   Alto   has   a   great   opportunity   to   lead   by   example.   Please   
do   not   hesitate   to   contact   Holly   Pearson   with   questions   or   concerns.   

  
  

Best   regards,   

  
CC   Chantal   Cotton   Gaines,   Deputy   City   Manager   

Peter   Gollinger,   Acting   Urban   Forester   
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Holly   L.   Pearson 
Board   Member 
Chair   of   the   Canopy   Advocacy   Committee 
holly.pearson@gmail.com   
  
  

  
Catherine   Martineau   
Executive   Director   
catherine@canopy.org   
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From: cusinger@yes2connect.com
To: Council, City
Subject: Business Support & Community Resiliency in Good Times & Bad
Date: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 10:26:32 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

 
(click for video)

https://www.yes2connect.com/newoverview.mp4

 

Watch this 3-minute video to see a new
level of community resiliency and
business support. 

Hi Adrian. Creating a collaborative
community in today's divisive world
seems an oxymoron. It's not... it's a
matter of having a locally controlled,
community tool that support local
collaboration. 

Introducing Yes2Connect, a Whole
Community Approach for community
resiliency, combined with new level of
Business Support. 

This community-based tool is low-cost,
customizable, and essential to meet
today's challenges. 

Free limited-time 90-day trial so you
can show its power to your community! 

Watch the video....visit
https://www.yes2connect.com....then
call or email me. 

Carolyn Usinger
Yes2Connect.com
cusinger@yes2connect.com
925.360.9076 direct
Connect with me on LinkedIn 

About me: I develop customized tools
that make it easier for businesses, non-
profits, and government to work
together. In the 1990s I published a
series of Business Start-Up Kits with
the California Chamber of Commerce,
customized for local chambers of
commerce. I wrote a Guide to Hiring
Independent Contractors, also published
by CalChamber. In 2007 with a grant

&BadTi,mes 
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from Wells Fargo Bank and the
California Association for Economic
Development (CALED), I created Tools
for Business Success, a customized
website with local, state, and federal
resources to start and grow businesses. 

CAN-SPAM email opt-out

https://www.yes2connect.com/canspam.cfm?email=city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Fred Strong
To: Isaac Foo
Cc: cc.gazeley@lomitacity.com; cc.waronek@lomitacity.com; cc.sanchez@lomitacity.com;

cc.savidan@lomitacity.com; cc.segawa@lomitacity.com; j_osborne@ci.lompoc.ca.us;
g_cordova@ci.lompoc.ca.us; v_vega@ci.lompoc.ca.us; d_starbuck@ci.lompoc.ca.us; j_mosby@ci.lompoc.ca.us;
district1@longbeach.gov; district2@longbeach.gov; Ray.Morquecho@longbeach.gov;
Marlene.Ramirez@longbeach.gov; Christian.Kerr@longbeach.gov; district3@longbeach.gov;
Jack.Cunningham@longbeach.gov; lisa.west@longbeach.gov; Gabriela.Yates@longbeach.gov;
Karla.Estupinian@longbeach.gov; nancy.farber@longbeach.gov; randy.hope@longbeach.gov;
district4@longbeach.gov; district5@longbeach.gov; dee.andrews@longbeach.gov; Isabel.Arvea@longbeach.gov;
britney.gogue@longbeach.gov; jose.martinez@longbeach.gov; district7@longbeach.gov;
celina.luna@longbeach.gov; shane.mckeithen@longbeach.gov; Sean.Bernhoft@longbeach.gov;
alvin.avina@longbeach.gov; district8@longbeach.gov; Jonathan.Kraus@longbeach.gov; Melody.Ngaue-
Tuuholoaki@longbeach.gov; charles.brown@longbeach.gov; ashley.salazar@longbeach.gov;
district9@longbeach.gov; Matthew.hamlett@longbeach.gov; Alanah.grant@longbeach.gov;
Jonathan.solorzano@longbeach.gov; Elisha.matangi@longbeach.gov; Mayor@longbeach.gov;
diana.tang@longbeach.gov; tim.patton@longbeach.gov; justin.ramirez@longbeach.gov;
daniel.brezenoff@longbeach.gov; lauren.vargas@longbeach.gov; james.ahumada@longbeach.gov;
detrick.manning@longbeach.gov; mayor.schedule@longbeach.gov; maria.banegas@longbeach.gov;
dylan.nicklin@longbeach.gov; Joshua.Eddens@longbeach.gov; jclark-crets@loomis.ca.gov;
jduncan@loomis.ca.gov; bbaker@loomis.ca.gov; rmorillas@loomis.ca.gov; tonderko@loomis.ca.gov;
rmurphy@cityoflosalamitos.org; mchirco@cityoflosalamitos.org; tdoby@cityoflosalamitos.org;
dgrose@cityoflosalamitos.org; shasselbrink@cityoflosalamitos.org; Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org;
councilmember.Krekorian@lacity.org; councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org; david.ryu@lacity.org;
paul.koretz@lacity.org; councilmember.martinez@lacity.org; councilmember.rodriguez@lacity.org;
councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; councilmember.wesson@lacity.org;
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; councilmember.Lee@lacity.org; councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org;
councilmember.kevindeleon@lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity.org; council@losaltosca.gov;
mwu@losaltoshills.ca.gov; ktankha@losaltoshills.ca.gov; cccorrigan@losaltoshills.ca.gov;
rspreen@losaltoshills.ca.gov; gtyson@losaltoshills.ca.gov; mike.villalta@losbanos.org; tom.faria@losbanos.org;
deborah.lewis@losbanos.org; daronica.johnson-santos@losbanos.org; brett.jones@losbanos.org;
council@losgatosca.gov; cityofloyalton@psln.com; acastro@lynwood.ca.us; jcasanova@lynwood.ca.us;
salatorre@lynwood.ca.us; msantana@lynwood.ca.us; jlsolache@lynwood.ca.us; avillegas@madera.gov;
aevans@madera.gov; sgarcia@madera.gov; cgallegos@madera.gov; jrodriguez@madera.gov;
smontes@madera.gov; mpierson@malibucity.org; speak@malibucity.org; kfarrer@malibucity.org;
rmullen@malibucity.org; JWagner@malibucity.org; bsauser@townofmammothlakes.ca.gov;
lsalcido@townofmammothlakes.ca.gov; jwentworth@townofmammothlakes.ca.gov;
choff@townofmammothlakes.ca.gov; kstapp@townofmammothlakes.ca.gov;
jgray@townofmammothlakes.ca.gov; rmontgomery@citymb.info; shadley@citymb.info; hstern@citymb.info;
snapolitano@citymb.info; nhersman@citymb.info; bcantu@ci.manteca.ca.us; jnuno@ci.manteca.ca.us;
gsingh@ci.manteca.ca.us; dbreitenbucher@ci.manteca.ca.us; dmoorhead@ci.manteca.ca.us;
LRobison_COM@bak.rr.com; bdelgado62@gmail.com; frank@oconnell4us.com;
gmorton@montereyfamilylaw.com; laberkley@gmail.com; burnett@cityofmarina.org;
rschroder@cityofmartinez.org; mross@cityofmartinez.org; ldelaney@cityofmartinez.org;
ngipner@cityofmartinez.org; dmckillop@cityofmartinez.org; rsamayoa@marysville.ca.us;
bbuttacavoli@marysville.ca.us; bsimmons@marysville.ca.us; bhudson@marysville.ca.us;
smckenzie@marysville.ca.us; sgonzalez@mcfarlandcity.org; smcfarland@mcfarlandcity.org;
erodriguez@mcfarlandcity.org; mperez@mcfarlandcity.org; rmelendez@mcfarlandcity.org;
rcastro@cityofmendota.com; vmartinez@cityofmendota.com; josephriofrio@cityofmendota.com;
jmendoza@cityofmendota.com; orosales@cityofmendota.com; bzimmerman@cityofmenifee.us;
gaugust@cityofmenifee.us; mliesemeyer@cityofmenifee.us; lsobek@cityofmenifee.us; ddeines@cityofmenifee.us;
CTTaylor@menlopark.org; DCombs@menlopark.org; BNash@menlopark.org; CCarlton@menlopark.org;
RDMueller@menlopark.org; MurphyM@cityofmerced.org; MartinezA@cityofmerced.org;
EchevarriaF@cityofmerced.org; McLeodJ@cityofmerced.org; BlakeK@cityofmerced.org;
SerrattoM@cityofmerced.org; SheltonD@cityofmerced.org; tossa@cityofmillvalley.org;
jwickham@cityofmillvalley.org; smcentee@cityofmillvalley.org; jmccauley@cityofmillvalley.org;
ucarmel@cityofmillvalley.org; rholober@ci.millbrae.ca.us; aschneider@ci.millbrae.ca.us; aoliva@ci.millbrae.ca.us;
gpapan@ci.millbrae.ca.us; waynejlee@ci.millbrae.ca.us; rtran@ci.milpitas.ca.gov; bnunez@ci.milpitas.ca.gov;
kdominguez@ci.milpitas.ca.gov; cmontano@ci.milpitas.ca.gov; aphan@ci.milpitas.ca.gov;
citycouncil@cityofmissionviejo.org; mayor@modestogov.com; mgrewal@modestogov.com;
tmadrigal@modestogov.com; kahyou@modestogov.com; bzoslocki@modestogov.com;
jkenoyer@modestogov.com; dridenour@modestogov.com; tom@c21ab.com; ablackburn@ci.monrovia.ca.us;
gcrudgington@ci.monrovia.ca.us; beckyshevlin@gmail.com; lspicer@ci.monrovia.ca.us;
aatkins@ci.monrovia.ca.us; sbaker@ci.monrovia.ca.us; Clerk@cityofmontagueca.com;
jdutrey@cityofmontclair.org; bruh@cityofmontclair.org; tjohnson@cityofmontclair.org;
cmartinez@cityofmontclair.org; blopez@cityofmontclair.org; llawler@cityofmontesereno.org;
sleuthold@cityofmontesereno.org; jellahie@cityofmontesereno.org; rturner@cityofmontesereno.org;
roberson@monterey.org; albert@monterey.org; haffa@monterey.org; smith@monterey.org;
twilliamson@monterey.org; pchan@montereypark.ca.gov; yyiu@montereypark.ca.gov;
hlo@montereypark.ca.gov; fsornoso@montereypark.ca.gov; hliang@montereypark.ca.gov;
citycouncil@moorparkca.gov; kkorpus@moraga.ca.us; mmccluer@moraga.ca.us; rsos@moraga.ca.us;
swoehleke@moraga.ca.us; rwykle@moraga.ca.us; yxstiang@moval.org; victoriab@moval.org; carlat@moval.org;
davidma@moval.org; ulisesc@moval.org; rich.constantine@morganhill.ca.gov; larry.carr@morganhill.ca.gov;
yvonne.martinezbeltran@morganhill.ca.gov; rene.spring@morganhill.ca.gov; john.mckay@morganhill.ca.gov;
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Isaac,

In California City Councilmembers have no authority to initiate mandates. Those decisions are
made by the State and its Constitutional subdivisions. Cities are based upon corporate law not
Constitutional law.

However, some State laws severely punish local elected officials who don’t follow many
specific State laws. The question for local officials in this case is a determination as to whether
these “mandates” are State law or Gubernatorial wishes.

I believe the courts could be involved in that determination.

Best wishes,
Councilman Fred Strong, city of El Paso de Robles, CA

Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 12, 2021, at 6:50 AM, Isaac Foo <thethirdisaacfoo@gmail.com> wrote:


[EXTERNAL]

Dear Governing leaders of California,

The letter below is directed to those approving of Covid-19 Vaccine 
Mandates. If you do not do so, this letter has concerns and points 
raised we would like you to take note of. Thank you.

ETWC

ATTENTION U.S. SECULAR LEADERS AND 
JUDGES YOU ARE MANIPULATING AND COERCING THE 
AMERICAN PEOPLE IN THE NAME OF “SAFETY!” YOU ARE 

TYRANTS! 

“The property which every man has in his own labor, as it is the original foundation 
of all other property, so it is the most SACRED AND INVIOLABLE,” Butchers' Union 
Co. v. Crescent City Co., 111 U.S. 746. Our Declaration of Independence states, “…
ALL men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain, 
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.” 
It later states, “…when Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right 
of the People to alter or to abolish it.” If you do not start undoing mandates and 
honoring our freedoms, per the Declaration of Independence, we have the RIGHT 

-



to fire you all and reconstruct a new government system. That’s not illegal, and 
now many are preparing to stand against you for your abuse.

The United States Constitution is the highest law of the land. Not you! You are not 
above the law. You must obey the law. You swore an oath, to uphold our 
Constitution and the God given rights of the people. President Biden and some 
major city governments are coercing (mandating) Americans to get vaccinated or 
live as second class citizens. Coercion is illegal! It’s wrong! It’s evil! It’s twisted! 
Throughout history, people have died to defend their freedom. We will take our 
chances with Covid.

Where in the Constitution does the President have the power to mandate people’s 
bodies? Does the President have that authority? Is he a king who can make royal 
decrees suddenly? No. Otherwise, Trump could have decreed abortions are now 
illegal. But Trump lacked the authority to mandate laws from a televised podium. 
So does Biden. Yet why are many of you silent? Why are you helping Biden get 
away with such a crime against the people? Our Constitution declares we have the 
right to work, and it cannot be hindered nor violated! That’s the law! Natural 
immunity is proving to be more effective, yet you say they still must get 
vaccinated. Instead of appreciating the naturally immune, you say they still need 
the vaccine. Social media is also censoring many who speak against the vaccine. 
People who know someone who got side effects or died are censored on the 
internet. Accounts are even being shut down. So you advocate violating our rights, 
coercing us, segregating us, censoring us but you say you care for our well-being? 
You’re manipulators. You’re the world’s most professional con artists.

Vioxx, a drug by Merck was recalled after killing about 60,000 U.S. citizens. Pfizer 
had a similar drug called Bextra. Pfizer is recalling Chantix after being on the 
market for 15 years with recent findings of it causing cancer. All these drugs were 
FDA approved. Did anyone know the long term effects of Chantix when it first 
came out? No. Do you know the long term effects of the Covid vaccine? No. People 
are dying from it. Some have severe side effects. And you think it’s moral to force 
people to take it?! Where do your “morals” come from? From yourselves? If so, 
your morals are your sins. Who helped people perfectly? Jesus. He is the Perfect 
King who never lies to His people nor social distances from lepers.  

We the people, now have a mandate for you. We are ordering you all to get 
injected with the perfect wisdom of Jesus for your brains! We are looking out for 
your safety. Your brains have proven to be dangerous to our livelihood. Good 
brains make good decisions. Good brains do not coerce, break laws, or manipulate 
people. We have more writings of Jesus Christ than any other person in the 
ancient world combined. It is a fact that He walked this earth, was crucified for our 
sins, and rose again three days later. When He rose from the dead, He proved He is 
above death. He is the True Monarch of the Universe. Do you reject that? Anyone 
who denies history is mentally sick, unfit for office, and needs to either take the 
medicine of God or step down. How do you like being told that? Jesus says “Love 



your neighbor as yourself.” He didn’t say, “Coerce, manipulate, and lie to your 
neighbor!” Don’t be hypocrites. Take the injection by accepting Jesus as your Lord, 
repenting of your sins, and believe in Him.

YOUTUBE: CLEVELAND STREET PREACHERS

etwcministry@outlook.com

mailto:etwcministry@outlook.com


From: Aram James
To: DuBois, Tom; Council, City; Tannock, Julie; Planning Commission; Human Relations Commission; Jeff Moore;

Perron, Zachary; Binder, Andrew; Reifschneider, James; chuck jagoda; Roberta Ahlquist; Winter Dellenbach;
Greer Stone; Greg Tanaka; Council, City; Sajid Khan; Jeff Moore; Rebecca Eisenberg; Jonsen, Robert;
cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Jeff Rosen

Subject: Study lists segregated areas in Bay Area
Date: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 8:50:02 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

Follow the link below to view the article.

Study lists segregated areas in Bay Area
https://mercurynews-ca-app.newsmemory.com/?publink=219aef0f7_1345f68

Sent from my iPhone
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From: The Viscardi Center
To: Council, City
Subject: Should your accessibility strategy go beyond WCAG compliance?
Date: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 7:34:11 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

WCAG has been a powerful tool when it comes to achieving web
accessibility, but there are other factors to consider.

For people with disabilities, accessible websites and apps are crucial to
independently work, learn, and play in the digital universe. The Web
Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) have become the de facto
standard for creating accessible content and may help your organization
check necessary boxes. It’s a good place to start, but does your website
provide an equally enjoyable experience for all users?

While it’s critical to meet compliance standards, creating a fully
inclusive user experience should be the priority.

True usability means focusing on how a real person would authentically
and ideally engage with your website. If compliance is your primary goal,
then anything less than that makes your website or app illegal. By
aiming higher, you can set the stage for full digital inclusion and ensure
employees and customers with disabilities can get the most out of your
content.

Learn what your organization should be doing to achieve the best online
experience for users. Check out this new guest blog by The Viscardi
Center’s Digital Accessibility Services partner AFB Consulting.

Want to find out more about digital accessibility? The Viscardi
Center is here to help. We provide customized accessibility solutions
for businesses of all sizes. Set up a free consultation with the team today
and see how we can help find the right solutions for you.

We look forward to assisting you!

Thank you,

~ · 
Th 5i 

Viscardi Center 
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Jim Corporal
Account Executive
The Viscardi Center
Office: 516-465-1596
Mobile: 917-584-0602
Email: jcorporal@viscardicenter.org
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From: Yahoo Mail.®
To: Honky
Subject: After VIEWING this POST on all VENUES my only question is What do you THINK about vaccines NOW ?
Date: Monday, October 11, 2021 11:31:24 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.
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From: Yahoo Mail.®
To: Honky
Subject: Please Send This Out This Morning
Date: Monday, October 11, 2021 11:20:27 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Anthrax War: How the War on Terror set the stage for the War on Virus 

Anthrax War: How the War on Terror
set the stage for the War on Virus
Film screening and discussion. The secret story of biological
weapons research and how the War on Terror set the stage
for the War on Virus.
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From: Aram James
To: Human Relations Commission; Lewis. james; Binder, Andrew; Council, City; Jeff Moore; Raj; Sajid Khan; Jeff Rosen; Jay Boyarsky; Jonsen, Robert; Binder, Andrew; Tannock, Julie; nick.enberg@cityofpaloalto.org; Planning Commission; Greer Stone; Greg Tanaka; chuck jagoda; Rebecca Eisenberg; Roberta Ahlquist; Joe Simitian; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; DuBois, Tom
Subject: Police canine policy- Palo Alto Daily Post Oct 11, 2021, by Aram James
Date: Monday, October 11, 2021 1:23:16 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.
________________________________

Sent from my iPhone

8 Dally Post Monday, ()ctOber 11, 2021 

111~1~1C•U~ 
Pollce canine policy 

Dear Editor: The Palo Alto 
Human Relations Commission is 
having an infom1ational session 

regarding the Palo Alto Police De
partment's canine policy on Thurs
day at 6 p.m. 

A nonprofit news website, The 
Marshall Project, published a 
Pulitzer Prize-winning series 

"Mauled: When Police Dogs are 
Weapons" that incontrovertibly es
tablishes the fact that police across 
the country have weaponized ca
nines that disproportionately target 
African Americans. 

If police canines were used in 
the same disproportionate manner 
against our Jewish or white popu
lations is there any doubt their use 
would have been harmed decades 
ago? 

The series discloses the disturb
ing statistic that the most likely 
use of police force to result in a 
person going to the hospital is not 
guns, Tasers, or batons, but police 
canine attacks. 

Weaponized canines even turn 

on innocent bystanders, and their 
own handlers, rather than their in
tended target. 

The Palo Alto Police Depart
ment needs to disclose the cost 
of maintaining a canine unit. 
~ese costs_ include paying two 
highly-salaned canine handlers 
spend~g hundreds of hours a yea: 
parading these violent dogs to 
school children, and to numerous 
commu~ty events, as part of an 
unconscionable PR campaign to 
soften _the image of these danger
ous anunals. And let's not forget 
~e coSt of paying out and defend
mg ~g~st canine-related lawsuits. 

It s tune the cops tell the truth 
about the intentional racially tar
g~ted use, and the moral and finan
cial cost of these weaponized dogs 
It's time t · · 0 nuse our voices against 
state-sponsored canl·ne . 1 v10 ence. 

AramJam 
Palo Alto 
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From: Allan Seid
To: DENNIS LEE
Subject: Fwd: OCTOBER 11, 2021 MONDAY have a wonderful week
Date: Monday, October 11, 2021 7:56:04 AM
Attachments: Fwd Lightening Striking A Montana Stream.eml.msg

Bonsai in full Bloom.mov

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening
attachments and clicking on links.

From: Allan Seid <allanseid734@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Oct 11, 2021 at 7:47 AM
Subject: Fwd: OCTOBER 11, 2021 MONDAY have a wonderful week
To: Channing House Bulletin Board <CHBB850@googlegroups.com>, <CHOpinion@googlegroups.com>

Well worth watching--CNN VIDEO  (3 min).  --Allan Seid

Available via coutesy of Gerry Wong 

.

 

GOOD MORNING MONDAY ---- enjoy it!!

VOILA!! Our Resolution of Apology ceremony got the attention of CNN and they featured a story on us that was
aired yesterday.  Natasha Chen, the reporter originally from Foster City, did a wonderful coverage of the city’s
history on what we have done in the aftermath.  Here is the link to the CNN story. Here’s our video with the article:
https://www.cnn.com/2021/10/10/us/san-jose-chinatown-apology/index.html    We are so pleased people around the
world are learning of San Jose’s Chinese American history  and of our CHCP building and gifting a museum to the
City of San Jose as a token of friendship from the Chinese community in 1991.
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Fwd: Lightening Striking A Montana Stream

		From

		Howard Seto

		To

		Howard Seto

		Recipients

		hcseto@aol.com















Lightening Striking A Montana Stream





  


 


Talk about POWERFUL.....


 


 


This will give you a “healthy” new respect for lightning. This camera was in the right place to capture this amazing lightning strike and its full range.

The lightning hit the rock on the left bank of the river first and bounced to the water.

Watch to the end and see how long it takes for the stream to stop boiling and to return to normal.


 





>> 
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From: Allan Seid
To: DENNIS LEE
Subject: Fwd: Newsom signs bill to require ethnic studies for California high school students
Date: Sunday, October 10, 2021 5:54:49 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

From: Allan Seid <allanseid734@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Oct 10, 2021 at 5:46 AM
Subject: Fwd: Newsom signs bill to require ethnic studies for California high school students

Dear Neighbors and Friends,

A 50 PLUS YEAR STRUGGLE BEGAN FIRST AT SAN FRANCISCO STATE
UNIVERSITY IN 1968
REACHES ANOTHER HISTORIC LANDMARK BRINGING EQUAL AND QUALITY
EDUCATION
TO STUDENTS. WELL WORTH A REPEAT READING OF THE TOPIC FROM
ANOTHER  
NEWSPAPER.  Enjoy !

From: Allan Seid 
Date: Sat, Oct 9, 2021 
Subject: Newsom signs bill to require ethnic studies for California high school student

https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/Newsom-signs-bill-to-require-ethnic-
studies-for-16520181.php?
utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=sfc_evening&sid=
5fefc058b042aa734736d79c

Newsom signs bill to require
ethnic studies for California high
school students
Dustin Gardiner Oct. 8, 2021 Updated: Oct. 8,
2021 11:08 p.m. Comments
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https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/Newsom-signs-bill-to-require-ethnic-studies-for-16520181.php?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=sfc_evening&sid=5fefc058b042aa734736d79c


Dustin Gardiner Oct. 8, 2021

Aniyah Story looks through her notes during her Advanced
Placement American history class at her San Leandro home. She
supported AB331, which will make ethnic studies a graduation
requirement for high school students. Gov. Gavin Newsom signed
the bill into law Friday.

Brittany Hosea-Small/Special to The Chronicle 2020

AB101 by Assembly Member Jose Medina, D-Riverside, adds a one-
semester ethnic studies course to the state’s high school graduation
requirements for public schools, starting with the 2029-30 academic
year. Schools must also begin offering ethnic studies courses as an
elective by the 2025-26 year.

“America is shaped by our shared history, much of it painful and
etched with woeful injustice,” Newsom wrote in a signing message.
“Students deserve to see themselves in their studies, and they must
understand our nation's full history if we expect them to one day
build a more just society.”

https://www.sfchronicle.com/author/dustin-gardiner/
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=202120220AB101


The effort to require ethnic studies in public schools has been a
lengthy, controversial fight at the Capitol. Last year, Newsom vetoed
a similar bill Medina carried after critics said a draft curriculum for
the course was biased, though he signed another law requiring an
ethnic studies course for students within the California State
University system.

But opposition to the bill enacting a requirement for high schoolers
dissipated after the state Board of Education approved a model
ethnic studies curriculum for public school students this past spring.

Earlier draft versions of the ethnic studies guidelines prompted a
torrent of complaints. Many of the comments focused on concerns
that the curriculum evoked anti-Semitic stereotypes or needlessly
dwelt on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

The final version of the curriculum removed those references, though
it received critiques from some educators and activists who said it
erases Palestinians and waters down content about Arab Americans.

California’s ethnic studies course is designed to teach students about
the history, culture and struggles of different racial and ethnic
groups, including discussion of what the model curriculum describes
as “institutionalized systems of advantage” and the “causes of racism
and other forms of bigotry.”

It focuses on four historically marginalized groups: African
Americans, Asian Americans, Latinos and Native Americans. The
guidelines also include supplemental lessons on Jews, Armenians
and Sikhs.

When the bill passed the Legislature, Medina called it the
culmination of a 50-year struggle to diversify public-school
curriculum. The ethnic studies movement began in the late 1960s,

https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/Ethnic-studies-requirement-for-California-high-15611143.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/Ethnic-studies-requirement-for-California-high-15611143.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/Newsom-signs-bill-to-require-ethnic-studies-for-15491160.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/Newsom-signs-bill-to-require-ethnic-studies-for-15491160.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/Newsom-will-decide-fate-of-proposed-16444481.php#photo-20760343
https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/Newsom-will-decide-fate-of-proposed-16444481.php#photo-20760343
https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/California-OKs-ethnic-studies-curriculum-for-high-16037144.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/California-OKs-ethnic-studies-curriculum-for-high-16037144.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/Complaints-of-biased-curriculum-may-sideline-14365178.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/Complaints-of-biased-curriculum-may-sideline-14365178.php


when students at San Francisco State University and UC Berkeley
led strikes to demand courses about people of color.

“The inclusion of ethnic studies in the high school curriculum is long
overdue,” Medina said in a statement. “The signing of AB101 today
is one step in the long struggle for equal education for all students.”

California set out to write an ethnic studies curriculum in 2018. From
the beginning, the process was embroiled in tension, and Medina’s
legislation was sidelined two years in a row while the state sought to
resolve disputes over the course curriculum.

Some Republican legislators said the course is inappropriate for high
school students, arguing it is rooted in critical race theory, a view
that racism is ingrained in laws and government institutions.

Proponents say ethnic studies courses are shown to help students of
color improve academically because they feel empowered by seeing
themselves reflected in textbooks, rather than a “Eurocentric”
version of history.

The final version of AB101 includes a provision that discourages
school districts from using earlier versions of the model curriculum
that included references to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The
measure also prohibits schools from using instruction materials that
promote bias or discrimination toward any group.

“I appreciate that the legislation provides a number of guardrails to
ensure that courses will be free from bias or bigotry and appropriate
for all students,” Newsom wrote.

Dustin Gardiner is a San Francisco Chronicle staff writer. Email:
dustin.gardiner@sfchronicle.com Twitter: @dustingardiner

https://www.edweek.org/leadership/what-is-critical-race-theory-and-why-is-it-under-attack/2021/05
mailto:dustin.gardiner@sfchronicle.com
https://twitter.com/dustingardiner


From: Carol Kenyon
To: Council, City
Subject: Side Walk repair... The black tar patch work on the sidewalks being down on Walter Hays Drive is absolutely

ugly, dreadful and a cheap method where cement should have been used, can pay for the new bike bridge for
millions why do we need to cut corners...

Date: Saturday, October 9, 2021 4:43:31 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Please responds,
Carol Kenyon

carolskenyon@gmail.com

mailto:carolskenyon@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:carolskenyon@gmail.com


From: Allan Seid
To: DENNIS LEE
Subject: Fwd: Newspaper Scan
Date: Saturday, October 9, 2021 8:05:52 AM
Attachments: NewsomScanForSeid.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

JOY and CELEBRATION at the ALLAN SEIDs,

CALIFORNIA HERE WE GO! 
OTHER STATES AND OUR AMERICA SHOULD FOLLOW !
ENJOY THE NEWS,

Allan

Daily Post, Palo Alto. 10/09/21

mailto:allanseid734@gmail.com
mailto:Dclee.shop@gmail.com







WEEKEND, Oct. 9-10, 2021 

Newsom signs 
bill requiring_ 

ethnic studies 
Along with English, science, math and other 

graduation :equirements, California high school 
students will have to take a course in ethnic 
studies to get a diploma starting in 2029-30. . 

Gov. Gavin ~ews?m signed a bill yesterday 
that makes Califorma among the first in the 
na~ion to list ethnic studies as a graduation re
quirement for all public high school students. 

. Assemblyman Jose Medina, a Democrat from 
Riverside who a_!!thored the legislation that has 

been years. in the making, called it a huge step for 
California. 

The new law requires all public schools in the state 
to offe.r at least one ethnic studies course starting in 
the 2025-26 school year and requires students gradu
ating in the 2029-30 school year to have completed a 
one-semester course in the subject. 

Roots at SFSU 
The ethnic studies movement has its roots in Cal

ifornia, where students protested in the late 1960s at 
San F~anci~co State University and the ,University 
of Cahfom1a, Berkeley to demand courses in Afri
can American, Chicano, Asian American and Native 
American studies. · 

Earlier _this year, the state Board of Education ap- · 

l•1~il~ 
1'Po~t 

proved a model ethnic studies curriculum that offers 
dozens of suggested lesson plans and instructional 
approaches. The curriculum is not mandatory but 
schools can choose from its lesson plans or use it as a 
guide to design their own. 

Heated debate over curriculum 
The curriculum underwent several drafts over 

three years and was subject to heated debate before 
winning approv:al in March. · 

The model curriculum focuses on four historically 
marginalized groups that are central to college-lev
el ethnic studies: African Americans, Chicanos and 
other Latinos, Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders 
and Native Americans. It also includes lesson plans 
on Jews, Arab Americans, Sikh Americans and Arme
nian Americans . who are not traditionally part of an 
ethnic studies curriculum, Those groups were added 
after objecting.to an earlier draft that left them out. 

The new legislation adds the completion of an 
ethnic studies course to other standard graduation 
requirements, including three years of English- and 
social studies, two years of math and science, among 
others. It gives a few years lag time so schools can 
prepare . 

Educators say it is fitting that California has tak
en a lead in ethnic studies legislation, and also long 
overdue. More than three-quarters of California's 6 
million public school students are not white. 

Medina initially introduced his measure in 2019 
but it was sidelined amid debate over the model cur
riculum. Newsom vetoed an earlier version, saying 
the curriculum needed revision and should be in place 
before the state made ethnic studies a requirement. 

State Superintendent of Public Instruction Tony 
Thurmond has praised ethnic studies legislation as a 
way to help students of color see themselves reflected 
in what they learn, and also to learn about their his
tories . 



From: Allan Seid
To: Allan Seid
Subject: Fwd: Week long Chinese Massacre Commemoration
Date: Saturday, October 9, 2021 5:49:45 AM
Attachments: CAM - Commemoration - Schedule of Events.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Neighbors and Friends,

Wonderful news from a friend and ally from southern California. The Los Angeles  Chinese
American Museum's 150 Commemoration of the infamous Chinese Massacre of 1871 when
one of largest mass lynching of America occured is coming up soon. It is an event to be
treasured !        Allan

Dear Allan,

Thank you for your interest in helping us with outreach for the Chinese American Museum's 150
Commemoration of the Chinese Massacre of 1871. Below is the flyer highlighting the 8 days of
programming.

In addition to the 8 days, we are opening an exhibit on the massacre on Oct 12 at Union Station with
large, blown up newspaper facsimiles reporting on the before and aftermath that horrible day.

I’ve been working with Councilmember Kevin de Leon to pass a city resolution to designate Oct 24 as a
Day of Remembrance, and also an Assembly resolution of the same.  Locally, we are working with Mayor
Garcetti to issue a formal city apology for the Massacre. We received funding to write lesson plans on this
subject and also conduct teacher training. We also commission a documentary which will be shown
during the week. Our state assemblymember was able to provide us with funds to design and build a
Unity Garden at CAM to commemorate this period of racist history. As you can see, there's lots of work to
be done to make sure that our history is told and respected.

Thank you, Allan,
Gay

阮桂铭 博士
Gay Q. Yuen, Ph.D.
Board Chair,
Friends of the Chinese American Museum

mailto:allanseid734@gmail.com
mailto:allanseid734@gmail.com



Sun., Oct. 17th | 2pm-3:30pm
A Multi-Dimensional Performance
A livestreamed performance that chronicles the 
history of the Chinese Massacre of 1871 through 
music, movement, and spoken narrative. In 
partnership with UCLA Asian American Center, 
UCLA Asia Pacific Center, and Scripps College. 
Narrated by Hao Huang.


Mon., Oct. 18th | 5pm-6:30pm
From Past to Present: Remembering 1871
This virtual panel discussion introduces the 
history of the Chinese Massacre of 1871 and how 
it resonates today. Moderated by Dr. Gay Yuen.


Tues., Oct. 19th | 5pm-6:30pm
How to Teach the History of the Chinese 
Massacre of 1871
A specially curated workshop for educators to 
introduce new curriculum created to teach the 
themes and impact of the Chinese Massacre of 
1871 to students in grades 3-12. Facilitated by 
Stewart Kwoh and Prabhneek Heer of the Asian 
American Education Project.


Weds., Oct. 20th | 5pm-6:30pm
Collective Memory: An Unpacking of 
Racially Motivated Tragedies Throughout US 
History
A virtual panel discussion addressing the shared 
histories of racially motivated acts of violence in 
the United States such as the 1921 Tulsa Race 
Massacre, the burning of Chinatown in Antioch, 
CA, and the genocide of Native Americans. 
Moderated by Jason Chu.


Thurs., Oct. 21st | 5pm -6:30pm
Buried History: Retracing the Chinese 
Massacre of 1871
This pre-recorded tour will take you through 
history by retracing forgotten sites of the Chinese 
Massacre of 1871.  Hosted by Mike Woo.


Fri., Oct. 22nd | 5pm-6:30pm
Shaping a Memorial: Civic Memory and the 
Effort to Honor the Victims of the Chinese 
Massacre of 1871
Hear the latest details about the City of Los 
Angeles’ plans to develop a memorial for the 
victims of the Chinese Massacre of 1871 and the 
links between that effort and the Mayor’s Office 
Civic Memory Working Group. Moderated by 
Christopher Hawthorne. 


Sat., Oct. 23rd | 2pm-3:00pm
Post-Production Discussion: A Theatrical 
Conversation into the Chinese Massacre of 
1871
Viewers are invited to first preview excerpts from 
the play The Chinese Massacre (Annotated) by 
Tom Jacobson and directed by Jeff Liu, which will 
be available to stream online for a limited time 
from Oct 22nd - 24th.


Join us as we host a virtual panel discussion to 
explore how this history is retold on stage. In 
partnership with Artists at Play.


Sun., Oct. 24th | 5pm-6:30pm
The Commemoration
This commemoration week will culminate with a 
virtual ceremony in remembrance of the victims of 
the 1871 massacre. The program will include the 
reading of the victims’ names, the laying of the 
wreaths, and a bowing ceremony to honor their 
souls.


The 150th Anniversary of the 
Chinese Massacre of 1871


The Chinese Massacre of 1871 was one of the worst racially motivated tragedies 
on the West Coast. To commemorate the 150th anniversary, the Chinese American 
Museum will host 8 days of virtual programming in remembrance of the lives lost.


Scan the QR code to register or visit 
https://camla.org/1871commemoration







Sun., Oct. 17th | 2pm-3:30pm
A Multi-Dimensional Performance
A livestreamed performance that chronicles the 
history of the Chinese Massacre of 1871 through 
music, movement, and spoken narrative. In 
partnership with UCLA Asian American Center, 
UCLA Asia Pacific Center, and Scripps College. 
Narrated by Hao Huang.

Mon., Oct. 18th | 5pm-6:30pm
From Past to Present: Remembering 1871
This virtual panel discussion introduces the 
history of the Chinese Massacre of 1871 and how 
it resonates today. Moderated by Dr. Gay Yuen.

Tues., Oct. 19th | 5pm-6:30pm
How to Teach the History of the Chinese 
Massacre of 1871
A specially curated workshop for educators to 
introduce new curriculum created to teach the 
themes and impact of the Chinese Massacre of 
1871 to students in grades 3-12. Facilitated by 
Stewart Kwoh and Prabhneek Heer of the Asian 
American Education Project.

Weds., Oct. 20th | 5pm-6:30pm
Collective Memory: An Unpacking of 
Racially Motivated Tragedies Throughout US 
History
A virtual panel discussion addressing the shared 
histories of racially motivated acts of violence in 
the United States such as the 1921 Tulsa Race 
Massacre, the burning of Chinatown in Antioch, 
CA, and the genocide of Native Americans. 
Moderated by Jason Chu.

Thurs., Oct. 21st | 5pm -6:30pm
Buried History: Retracing the Chinese 
Massacre of 1871
This pre-recorded tour will take you through 
history by retracing forgotten sites of the Chinese 
Massacre of 1871.  Hosted by Mike Woo.

Fri., Oct. 22nd | 5pm-6:30pm
Shaping a Memorial: Civic Memory and the 
Effort to Honor the Victims of the Chinese 
Massacre of 1871
Hear the latest details about the City of Los 
Angeles’ plans to develop a memorial for the 
victims of the Chinese Massacre of 1871 and the 
links between that effort and the Mayor’s Office 
Civic Memory Working Group. Moderated by 
Christopher Hawthorne. 

Sat., Oct. 23rd | 2pm-3:00pm
Post-Production Discussion: A Theatrical 
Conversation into the Chinese Massacre of 
1871
Viewers are invited to first preview excerpts from 
the play The Chinese Massacre (Annotated) by 
Tom Jacobson and directed by Jeff Liu, which will 
be available to stream online for a limited time 
from Oct 22nd - 24th.

Join us as we host a virtual panel discussion to 
explore how this history is retold on stage. In 
partnership with Artists at Play.

Sun., Oct. 24th | 5pm-6:30pm
The Commemoration
This commemoration week will culminate with a 
virtual ceremony in remembrance of the victims of 
the 1871 massacre. The program will include the 
reading of the victims’ names, the laying of the 
wreaths, and a bowing ceremony to honor their 
souls.

The 150th Anniversary of the 
Chinese Massacre of 1871

The Chinese Massacre of 1871 was one of the worst racially motivated tragedies 
on the West Coast. To commemorate the 150th anniversary, the Chinese American 
Museum will host 8 days of virtual programming in remembrance of the lives lost.

Scan the QR code to register or visit 
https://camla.org/1871commemoration

CHINESE 
AMERICAN 
MUSEUM 



From: Aram James
To: chuck jagoda; Roberta Ahlquist; Council, City; Planning Commission; wintergery@earthlink.net; Human Relations

Commission; Jeff Moore; Sajid Khan; Jeff Rosen; Vara Ramakrishnan; alisa mallari tu; Raj; Jay Boyarsky;
Rebecca Eisenberg; mark weiss; Cecilia Taylor; Betsy Nash; Greer Stone; Binder, Andrew; Jonsen, Robert; Greg
Tanaka; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org

Subject: Lived expertise shapes S.J. emergency interim housing site
Date: Friday, October 8, 2021 2:04:24 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

Follow the link below to view the article.

Lived expertise shapes S.J. emergency interim housing site
https://mercurynews-ca-app.newsmemory.com/?publink=6f39b57fd_1345f64

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Jamie Beckett
To: Council, City
Subject: Equity for RM-40: Agenda item #9 from 9/27
Date: Friday, October 8, 2021 1:38:34 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Dubois and City Council Members,,

Thank you for listening to our pleas about equity for RM-40 residents during your meeting
on Sept. 27.  The council  came very close to voting on a motion that included exploration of
treating residents of RM-40 like other residential zones.  But the motion was dropped in order
to continue the item to a future meeting when the objective standards will come up.  We urge
you not to forget RM-40 residents when you take up this issue again.

As we have stated time and again, the city's zoning code has long created a two-tier system of
haves and have-nots -- those who live in R-1 and most other residential zones, and those like
us who live in RM-40 developments.  Those who live elsewhere are somewhat protected from
obstructive and intrusive developments building too close and too high, blocking daylight and
invading privacy. Those like us who live in RM-40 are not.

This has been made painfully clear to those of us living in the Palo Alto Central condominium
complex next to the California Avenue Caltrain station, an area that has become the epicenter
of development in the city.

Besides being unjust, this unequal treatment violates the city’s own policies outlined in the
Race & Equity Statement, adopted only a little over a year ago.

As the city is going through these massive changes to its zoning code, this is a golden
opportunity to end this long-standing inequity once and for all.  Please include justice for RM-
40 residents in any motions directing staff modifications to the zoning code overhaul.

Best regards,

Peter Jon Shuler
Jamie Beckett
Suzanne Steimle
Valerie Milligan
Kimberly Griffin
George Thomas
Terry Holzemer
Patricia Hernandez

Park Boulevard, Palo Alto

mailto:jmbeckett@gmail.com
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From: Gigi Pierce
To: Council, City
Subject: Lydia Kou - Palo Alto City Council – Let"s talk tomorrow?
Date: Friday, October 8, 2021 12:57:05 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi there,

Have a quick moment?

Wanted to see if you might be open to a quick chat today/tomorrow. 

I ask since my agency Notabletelecom has rolled out unlimited usage VoIP plans in California
starting from $19.95/month: We can reduce your phone bill by as much as 30% while boasting
state-of-the-art features your company needs.

Would you be receptive to discussing further? If yes kindly let me know what might be a good
time/number to get in touch. (In addition to how many employees who will be supported on
your company's phone)

Thanks

Gigi Pierce
Notabletelecom
 

 
Respond ““NOT INTERESTED” if you don’t find this relevant and would like us to stop
following up

2uTLMJS:EQlCB\KPBkFxtWDfVG^nRR==jx7e0c6SgSOEc^.iz/)yr_,qbx4mm 
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Supporter,

This is a great feeling. Today, three national monuments -- Bears Ears, Grand
Staircase-Escalante, and Northeast Canyons and Seamounts -- were finally
restored. We've been waiting for this day since 2017 when Trump illegally
stripped protections from these monuments as a gift to his buddies in the oil,

From: Carly Ferro
To: Council, City
Subject: BREAKING: Bears Ears, Grand Staircase, and Northeast Canyons and Seamounts restored!
Date: Friday, October 8, 2021 12:24:37 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of

opening attachments and clicking on links.

~AJSIERRA 
WCLUB 
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gas, and minings industries.

The Bears Ears restoration is a huge victory for the Inter-Tribal coalition of the
Navajo Nation and the Hopi, Ute Indian, Ute Mountain Ute and Pueblo of Zuni
Tribes that spent years lobbying for the monument to be created -- and then
kept up the fight after Trump tried to dismantle it.

In the words of Chairman Shaun Capoose of the Ute Indian Tribe, "President
Biden did the right thing restoring the Bears Ears National Monument. For us
the Monument never went away. We will always return to these lands to
manage and care for our sacred sites, waters and medicines…. We battled for
this Monument because it matters."

The board of Grand Staircase-Escalante Partners said, "This act of
preservation safeguards the thousands of unique plant, animal, and insect
species that rely on the ecosystems connected throughout the Colorado
Plateau. It enables world-renowned research opportunities for paleontology
and climate change. And it honors the sacred landscape home to Indigenous
Peoples, including the Paiute, Hopi, Zuni, Dine/Navajo, Ute, Jemez Pueblo,
Ute Mountain Ute, and Acoma nations."

And of course, millions of people sent public comments, made phone calls,
attended webinars, and showed up at protests in support of monument
protections -- even if they'd never visited these places in person. All of that
work has finally paid off, and we hope you can take a moment to savor the
victory.

Together, these three monuments cover over 5 million acres of canyon,
forests, desert, and ocean. Protecting them is an important step towards our
goal of conserving 30% of our lands and waters by 2030. Over the past 25
years, Grand Staircase-Escalante has also been proof that monument
designations can help local economies flourish. These actions set a path
forward for a better future for everyone.  

Send a message thanking President Biden and Interior Secretary Haaland
for keeping their promise to restore our national monuments.

Thank you for your activism,

Carly Ferro
Utah Chapter Director
Sierra Club

Photo Credit: Carly Ferro, Sierra Club Utah

This email was sent to: city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
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This email was sent by the Sierra Club
2101 Webster St., Suite 1300, Oakland, CA 94612
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From: Dilma Coleman
To: Peter Paterno; police@santaclaraca.gov
Cc: police@cityofsanmateo.org; clerkoftheboard@countyofnapa.org
Subject: Fwd: Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs trapped in the name Dilma Coleman memories of Brad and Kimberly Paisley"s 2

sons Huckleberry and Jasper. Argue it.
Date: Friday, October 8, 2021 12:22:59 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Oct 8, 2021, 12:00 PM
Subject: Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs trapped in the name Dilma Coleman memories of Brad and
Kimberly Paisley's 2 sons Huckleberry and Jasper. Argue it.
To: <info@emersoncollective.com>, <attorneygeneral@agc.gov.jm>
Cc: <brian@link-ent.com>, <sanfrancisco.press@esteri.it>

Hi it's Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs.. trapped in the name Dilma Coleman. Yes. As a former
Narcotics agent former SF FBI agent..I do have similar skills as current SF FBI agent Craig
Fair. Argue it. What's happening now? Dilma Coleman has tested positive for Covid-19.
What's up? The warehouse filled out with those marijuana plants intended for dispensary
include the 40 Rolex Watches was a dream planned in the 1990's whereas Diva's Jamaican and
Chinese dad was killed by santanic sadistic group affiliated with Thailand Royals, Bill
Marriott hotel owner etc. Diva was trapped in the house when she received the Rolex Watch
her father wore at the time of his death. Diva's father's identical twin brother Edward
O'sullivan Lee survived and he took on the identity of "Bunny Striker" when he wasn't
musically inclined but learnt his identical twin brother's success in music production. Argue it.
Diva is Italian Afghan Jamaican women who lived in the family of Paul Jobs protected by
DACA until he was killed in 1993. Steve Jobs had been targeted to become Diva's adopted
parent until Diva turned age 31 and he did it. Steve Jobs was Diva's father who manages
Diva's affairs of college education, employment and marriages. Argue it. What's happening
now. Dilma Coleman has covid-19 and living in San Jose CA shelter. What's up? Diva says
that the Alameda County Sheriff Greg Aherns targeted Diva Jobs's Rolex watch she inherited
from her deceased father yet he shared jealous words like go buy 40 Rolex Watches with
money u get from ur other Saudi Arabia King Fahd. See Alameda County Sheriff Greg Aherns
targeted Diva Jobs years ago with forecasting her wealth and expenses. ..while other corrupt
law enforcement agents and other Afro American people affiliated with Baptist church Acts
Full Gospel Bishop Bob Jackson etc. Diva had an abundance of warehouses and land
including hotel in San Diego CA Whereas Tim Cook CEO Apple had homosexual
relationships with black males who covet after Diva's inherited income and gifts from her
family and friends. Diva Lee a hard worker did everything to set up her future especially her
financial life. Warren Buffett and Susan Buffett were her close associated friends who began
to pressure Diva Jobs on the stock market portfolios. Hunter Biden, Kamala Harris, especially
Richard Blum Diane Feinsteins's husband targeted Diva's stock portfolios and they attacked
Diva at age 16 in a winery retail store in SF she had inherited. It was Richard Blum who had
infidelity  began having sexual fantasy with drug addicted black women. Richard Blum had a
son and he forced his son's name and family to stalk Diva Jobs as if he would marry Diva
Jobs. Diva Jobs had been programmed as a storyteller and made lots of madlibs for country
music affiliated with Brad Paisley. Brad paisley had been programmed to associate with Diva

mailto:dhappinessforever@gmail.com
mailto:peterpat@khpslaw.com
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Jobs in various states where country music was most incredible history of getting lost
information out into the ears of the people. Brad Paisley had to pay an income Whereas Diva
Jobs wrote lyrics intended for Reggae yet the words changed for country music. When Diva
Jobs was victimized by Tim Cook's homosexual lovers pushed off the Domains Apartments
roof..Diva Jobs was victimized to become the real St. Alice of perpetual faith for the blind and
paralyzed. In Santa Clara,CA Brad Paisley his wife Kimberly and 2 son's Huckleberry and
Jasper spent days in the same bedroom sharing the same California Queen mattress. The
nights surrounded Diva with her catholic beliefs and feverent prayers to God..for a miracle to
have sight and mobility of legs again was combined with loud farts louder as Paralyzed Diva
was trapped in the California Queen mattress. While in the home, the 2 boys learnt about
negro women's prayers since Brad Paisley an atheist had been against the beliefs of the powers
of songs to God to perform healings.Before Kimberly's mom past, most incredible women her
insights for her daughter Kimberly to have children who witnessed the invisible God his
powers in the beliefs of God's love. Diva sang loudly and the did other things whereas
Kimberly's sons were activated in the Power of God to be powerful healers..

How to activate the name Of God when trapped with illnesses. Kimberly's mother had brief
conversation similar to that with Diva Jobs a psychic medium focused on grief counseling this
n something like what's happening in the future of my daughter Kimberly since her husband
was an atheist. Kimberly's mother wanted to know if her daughter would experience Gods
miracles being married to an atheist. Our most favorite talks was about the belief of god when
those around u don't know it. That prophecy came together with Huckleberry's and Jasper..
they're terrific and yes it was terrifying to be trapped in a house whereas the blind paralyzed
Negro Italian Afghan Jamaican women who's the granddaughter of Italian Pope John Paul I
aka Albino Luciani.. that's good reasoning. . We together quickly learnt about St.Alice her
perpetual faith and we didn't say Jesus a thousand times a day. We made up our our silly songs
about an invisible God who hears the blind. The boys had a debate about the reality of
blindness and paralyzed folks..the importance of being fun and listening to the needs daily
devotional things in the house. Questions about reading spiritual stories from the bible do they
come true. How do we know it. Thru the power of an invisible God is good reasoning that God
is alive and we can't see him we know it was true. Diva was blind paralyzed with loud farts
which made Huckleberry and Jasper move out of the way..yet Diva Jobs can't move. Ok. With
that they made meals, and had snacks and they were the best nurses aid whereas they were
shocked when Diva Jobs finally got up and walked took shower etc.confused later..yeah Diva
Jobs began to look for Jasper and Huckleberry.. because she believed it was a spice or gem
stone not real human healers . Diva argues that she would go to Raleys grocery store to find
Huckleberry to heal her. That's good reasoning for delusional thinking. In 2019, Diva met a
dog named Jasper..and still was confused about that. Argue it.  Best regards Diva Jobs aka
Diva Lee aka Allison trapped in the name Dilma Coleman



Rynocare proactively partners with local businesses, government agencies
and community groups to provide safe, secure kiosks for the disposal of
syringes, needles, lancets (sharps) and other biomedical waste.

Rynocare kiosks can be found at both indoor and outdoor locations and
are available for use by the general public free of charge.  Find kiosks at:

From: Tod Sockman
To: Council, City
Subject: Community Kiosk Program
Date: Friday, October 8, 2021 12:10:36 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

RYNOCARE 
MEDICAL WASTE DISPOSAL 
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today! 
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Hospitals & Clinics
Police & Fire Stations
Public Parks & Municipal Buildings
Pharmacies & Retail Establishments

If you'd like to participate in Rynocare's Community Kiosk Program,
contact Tod Sockman at 916.363.3192 ext. 235, or just reply to this email! 

Copyright © 2021 Rynocare, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website or have connected with a member of the

Rynocare team. 

Our mailing address is: 
Rynocare

11350 Kiefer Blvd.
Sacramento, CA 95830

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 
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• 
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From: Stump, Molly
To: Wang, Austin
Cc: Council, City
Subject: RE: Question on council voting decisions
Date: Friday, October 8, 2021 10:56:02 AM
Attachments: image001.png

image003.png
image004.png
image007.png
image008.png

Hello Austin –
 
Thank you for your interest in the workings of local government!
 
In Palo Alto each Council Member has one vote, and all votes are equal in value.
 
The number of votes required is a bit more complicated. For most items that the Council takes
action on, a simple majority vote (at least 4 of 7) is required. There are a few situations, however,
where a supermajority is required to pass an item. This includes, for example, certain budget
amendments and urgency ordinances that take effect immediately. Finally, there are some situations
where the Council can adopt a motion (not an ordinance, resolution or contract) with a majority of
those present, even if that’s less than 4. For example, if 2 Council Members were absent, a motion
to continue an item would pass on a 3-2 vote.
 
I hope this is helpful.
 
Regards,
Molly Stump
 
 
MOLLY S. STUMP
City Attorney
Office of the City Attorney
(650) 329 - 2171 | Molly.Stump@cityofpaloalto.org
www.cityofpaloalto.org

            
This message contains information that may be confidential and privileged.   Unless you are the addressee, you may
not use, copy or disclose the message or any information contained in the message.  If you received the message in
error, please notify the sender and delete the message.
 

From: Wang, Austin <22austinw@students.harker.org> 
Sent: Friday, October 8, 2021 10:14 AM
To: Council, City <city.council@cityofpaloalto.org>
Subject: Question on council voting decisions
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
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of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello,
 
My name is Austin, and I am currently a senior at The Harker School in San Jose. I have a school
project where I am to research the local government of the city I live in. I had a couple of questions
about the Palo Alto city government:
 
When the city council votes on certain decisions, do all members have equal voting power? (for
example, one member's votes might be twice as valuable as another's)
 
It says in the 1950 Palo Alto charter that majority vote is necessary within the council. Is this still
true?
 
Thanks,
Austin



From: Wang, Austin
To: Council, City
Subject: Question on council voting decisions
Date: Friday, October 8, 2021 10:14:20 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello,

My name is Austin, and I am currently a senior at The Harker School in San Jose. I have a
school project where I am to research the local government of the city I live in. I had a couple
of questions about the Palo Alto city government:

When the city council votes on certain decisions, do all members have equal voting power?
(for example, one member's votes might be twice as valuable as another's)

It says in the 1950 Palo Alto charter that majority vote is necessary within the council. Is this
still true?

Thanks,
Austin
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From: Dilma Coleman
To: sanfrancisco.press@esteri.it; notarile.sanfrancisco@esteri.it
Cc: clerk@japarliament.gov.jm; Council, City
Subject: Fwd: Video shot made by Fabiana Vega who resided on Shelby dr Fairfield. Argue it. Those who argue against

it..were not the key witnesses and should be arrested including Solano DA Krishna Abrams.
Date: Friday, October 8, 2021 10:07:40 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Oct 8, 2021, 10:05 AM
Subject: Video shot made by Fabiana Vega who resided on Shelby dr Fairfield. Argue it.
Those who argue against it..were not the key witnesses and should be arrested including
Solano DA Krishna Abrams.
To: <solanoda@solanocounty.com>, <attorneygeneral@agc.gov.jm>
Cc: <info@emersoncollective.com>, <chiefdavis@youngstownohio.gov>

Hi, it's Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman argues about sorcerer's creed of this
doesn't make sense. It's a Habitual santanic sadistic attack based on Gematria.  What's
happening now? San Jose police argues and made no arrests whereas a pedestrian killings was
done at Monterey rd and Curtner. The police in the plant are bullies drinking Corona beer
whereas Dilma Coleman aka Diva was given a GHB drug had a baby whereas this has been a
Habitual year after year things similar to slavery. Gavin Newsom bullies 

 The serial killers keep attacking. Deandra Crittenden's sister Remi Lewis had organize to kill
Antron Pippen.  Who was inside the car? Ronald Coleman, deandra Crittenden, Virgil Vega
and possibly victor. Why did Joacko Williams and his girlfriend Rahal Blackmon die ? Who
was the shooter? Virgil Vega and Ronald Coleman(Sacramento)Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman
argues that the shooter was Virgil Vega and or Deandra Crittenden including Ronald Coleman.
Why? Joacko Williams and Rahal Blackmon possibly had a baby that isn't their baby or
something like that. The couple possibly had mimicking "patterns to raise a baby that wasn't
theirs. 

Attachment#1 was footage taken by Fabiana Vega in Vallejo,CA. . Attachment#2 is Deandra.
Crittenden and his mother Sophia Vaughn's. Attachment#3 the slain couple Targeted by
santanic sadistic group affiliated with Mr. D'Angelo and Mr. Johnathan Sherman. Argue it. 

Attachment#4 Canadian couple sadistic masochistly attack. What really happened to Mr.
Bernard Sherman and Mrs.Honey Sherman? Their son Jonathan had experienced with drugs.
Mr.Frank D'Angelo had acquaintance associated with California Governor Gavin Newsom.
Gavin is a Habitual drug addict and sorcerer's with santanic sadistic beliefs. Canadian women 
Claire Boucher aka Grimes is a Habitual drug addict and santanic sadistic attacker. They
organized their best sorcerer's with santanic sadistic beliefs and drug use to enter the
Sherman's home..the attacks were done with many witnesses including children. Stop feeling
like Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee aka Dilma Coleman is a liar with mental illnesses. Stop the
sorcerery spells from taking over ur mind when u read these facts in this email.   

How did Jonathan Sherman get involved? Johnathan complaining among his colleagues who
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are Habitual drug addicts about the amount of money he owes his father. Johnathan somehow
travelled to San Jose,CA including his parents the Shermans to meet with Mark Zuckerberg. 
Maybe it was a jewish event or outing whereas the Canadian Sherman family came to
california. Johnathan Sherman somehow complaining that Mark Zuckerberg owes Diva Jobs
for her patents  in Facebook Whereas she also had huge inherited income from Susan Buffett
where Mark Zuckerberg stole that income and Brent Shapiro and Jaroslaw were killed when
they argued that Mark Zuckerberg had removed Diva's name as an Facebook investor. That
verbal words Johnathan somehow came to learn quickly and jewish gossip and bragging about
their con artist ways was in effect. Johnathan Sherman not fully aware that Mark Zuckerberg
is a Habitual drug addict and killer. Johnathan Sherman never was a drug person..he was
forced by sorcerery spells from his affiliated social events with those affiliated with Mark
Zuckerberg. The Sherman family came to learn about the corrupt business schemes Mark
Zuckerberg had to start Facebook victimized Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs. Mark Zuckerberg
speaks to Johnathan somehow as if he's victimized by individuals who were not gonna allow
Diva's inherited money invested into Facebook to be Diva's inherited income including Diva's
financial stocks in Coca Cola and other ventures and real estates Diva inherited or was
purchased by individuals from the Saud Royal family like King Fahd who died in 2007. Who's
doing this? Thailand Royals Maha Varijirailongkorn and a few other Royals in
Ethiopia,Mawali and other sources. Mark Zuckerberg had refuses to do the right things
whereas he took millions of dollars from Diva for Facebook and refuses to acknowledge it and
pay her for the appropriate investments. Diva had inherited 100 million dollars in 2007 from
King Fahd of Saudi Arabia and the entire inherited income intended for Diva Jobs was used
thru the banks..whereas those resources were distributed used for real estate developments in
the Vacaville CA area,Miami , etc controlled by Maha Varijirailongkorn and his affiliated
social friends such as Golden State warrior head coach Steve Kerr etc. 

Diva aka Dilma Coleman is trapped in labor trafficking as if the sorcerer's refuse for Diva to
be living in the house or mansions intended for her to live. And Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is a
MD to JD and forced into labor trafficking by cohorts affiliated with Angola royals, Thailand
Royals Maha Varijirailongkorn and others in America. Argue it. 

Gavin Newsom bullied Reed Jobs verbally about his financial position whereas Gavin
pressured Reed Jobs in spending his inherited income on drugs and to exhaust the inherited
income Steve Jobs left for his adopted daughter protected by DACA her name Diva Lee aka
Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman a few call her Allison (Hebrew)etc. Alameda County Sheriff
Greg Aherns targeted Reed Jobs to pay rent in Oakland CA warehouses in the jurisdiction
where the Alameda Sheriffs serve to store Reed's memorabilia for his dad Steve Jobs include
marijuana plants his favorite Surge Marion Hugh Knight jr memorabilia etc.  Reed Jobs had
rented a warehouse whereas it's filled with marijuana plants for his personal use and share
with his friends. It's been going on for a while the older men bullied Reed Jobs and trapped his
adopted sister Diva Lee. The warehouse Reed Jobs had been programmed to use was cool to
entertain, Yet certain individuals affiliated with the Alameda Sheriffs made that property
whereas Reed occupied a begging site for those to beg covet after Reed's memorabilia and
vocalize their opinion soliciting their business ventures.   And the marijuana plants for
purposes to photograph and entertain friends, family etc.  Reed Jobs doesn't seem to
understand that the older men like Gavin Newsom bullied and covet after his financial support
used sorcerery evil dark witchcraft, mind controlling to solicit their own Habitual behaviors as
drug users etc.  Gavin is always with a Habitual solution for someone else's issues and to fully
soak up all money intended for those Steve Jobs had planned to have from knowing him.
Argue it. Gavin Newsom bullied Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman by hacked records at the law



enforcement agencies,  Solano Clerks office re:marriage records, births ,real estates , business
licenses, educational records etc. Argue it. 

Johnathan Sherman came to San Jose,CA to add his financial issues between what he owes his
father Barnard Sherman. Johnathan and D'Angelo began to target Reed Jobs for his sister's
Diva inherited income from Steve Jobs. Reed Jobs went to the bank filled 10 million dollars
cash in a duffle bag in a nonchalant scheme where he vocalize the need to help that money for
his sister to be used to make a real estate purchase. Johnathan began to pressure Diva to invest
in his storage units and he spoke about the real estate properties his parents were getting rid
of.. Jonathan was aggressive and he wasn't backing off the ideas that the money Reed Jobs had
was intended for his business offers. Argue it. A series of men vocalize their dreams of using
Reed Jobs warehouses yet Gavin Newsom bullied Reed Jobs had secured a larger amount of
marijuana plants intended for Diva Jobs who's Relatives in Jamaica had died therefore they
did negotiate for marijuana plants to be stored in warehouses intended for dispensary.
Everything vocalized that it belongs to Diva Lee yet I go thru Reed Jobs for what I want to do.
A business was set up by the worst vigilantes affiliated with Gavin Newsom and certain
individuals in Alameda County Sheriff. Argue it. Diva Jobs was victimized and the warehouse
filled with santanic worshippers led by Colin Kaepernick and the other street protestors who
congregate for political campaigns during the Biden/Harris presidential campaign. Argue it.
Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is the biological niece to Jamaican "Bunny Striker" who died Oct
6,2020. Diva had been targeted trapped in the name of Dilma Coleman whereas the vigilantes
affiliated with santanic sadistic group had victimized all children born from Diva Jobs. Diva
Lee aka Diva Jobs has been bullied forced to live in homeless shelters separated from her
biological family who covet after her financial inherited income from Steve Jobs had intended
for Diva Jobs that Reed Jobs had been targeted trapped to manage for Gavin Newsom and
others to steal it. Argue it. 

What's happening now. The Canadian government must pay Diva Jobs the entire 10 million +
reward money for the arrests of those who killed Barnard Sherman and Honey Sherman. So
far the Toronto Police hasn't made any efforts to solve the double homicides. In fact, The
Santanic sadistic group affiliated with Gavin Newsom had went into Corcoran state prison
killed Luis Romero in 2019. That santanic sadistic group had done lots of killings based on
Gematria. Canadian leader Justin Trudeau had been affiliated with afo american women he has
children with who solicit children's porn in the black market. Canadian Justin Trudeau
possibly had been involved with The Sherman's real estates and other Apple Juice/Arizona
distributed goods in IOWA and other retail income. Other Royals affiliated with Queen
Elizabeth II laid outside the Sherman's home reading the bible as a coping skills to alliviate the
traumatic sensations of the sorcerer's evil energetic double homicides environment in Canada. 

What Gavin Newsom and his affiliated friends did was targeted individuals who had large
amounts of money intended for Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee..yes it's exactly what they did when
Bill Gates's father died. Diva Jobs had no intention to recieve any inherited income from
William Gates III yet it was her relationship with William Gates deceased wife Mary
Maxwell. 

Gavin Newsom, Hunter Biden got into William Gates's father's home with ultimatums..they
repeated the ultimatum on Russian Mayor Yuri Luzhkov and trapped Yuri's wife for large
amounts of money. 

The problem with the Jobs family is that they are in denial that Gavin Newsom's identical twin



brother is deceased. The good one is deceased..the Gavin we see is a serial arsonist,drug addict
and santanic sadistic beliefs who seldoms acts normal as he rides in Red Cross vehicle with
the Jobs family who are active in Philanthropy. Argue it. Stop feeling like Diva Jobs is making
these stories up. Argue it. Best regards Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee trapped in the name Dilma
Coleman. 



From: Aram James
To: Sajid Khan; Jeff Moore; Jeff Rosen; Human Relations Commission; Council, City; wintergery@earthlink.net; Raj;

Planning Commission; chuck jagoda; Jay Boyarsky; Rebecca Eisenberg; Roberta Ahlquist; Binder, Andrew;
Jonsen, Robert; Perron, Zachary; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; DuBois, Tom; Joe Simitian

Subject: What!! Excellent piece on No BLM mural 5
Date: Friday, October 8, 2021 12:24:17 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

https://www.wonkette.com/amp/palo-alto-blm-mural-2653813180

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:abjpd1@gmail.com
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mailto:Tom.DuBois@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:joe.simitian@bos.sccgov.org
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From: Aram James
To: Sajid Khan; Jeff Moore; Jeff Rosen; Raj; Human Relations Commission; Council, City; wintergery@earthlink.net;

Jay Boyarsky; Planning Commission; Rebecca Eisenberg; Roberta Ahlquist; chuck jagoda;
cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Binder, Andrew; Greer Stone; Jonsen, Robert; Perron, Zachary; james pitkin;
DuBois, Tom; Reifschneider, James

Subject: VIDEO: Body-Cam Footage Shows Police K9 Attack Mount View Man Sleeping on His Own Property – CBS San
Francisco ( March of 2021, just so no one forgets about the Joel Alejo dog mauling attack perpetrated by
members of the Palo Alto Police Department) wo...

Date: Thursday, October 7, 2021 10:22:47 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

FYI: BTW District Attorney Jeff Rosen has refused to bring charges against the PAPD officers responsible for this
abomination.

https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2021/03/17/video-body-cam-footage-shows-police-k9-attack-mount-view-man-
sleeping-on-his-own-property/

Sent from my iPhone
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From: del Castillo, Amanda L. (KGO-TV)
To: Council, City; DuBois, Tom
Subject: ABC7 News Inquiry - Tesla HQ to Austin, Texas
Date: Thursday, October 7, 2021 3:40:35 PM
Attachments: Outlook-ow1rj0jx.png

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello,

I hope you are all doing well. I'm reaching out on behalf of ABC7 News, hoping to connect for
either an in-person or ZOOM interview re: Elon Musk announcing he will be moving Tesla's
Palo Alto HQ to Austin, Texas.

If anyone is available to comment on the subject between now and 7 p.m., that would be
most helpful.

Thank you for any direction and your consideration. I look forward to hearing from you.

Amanda del Castillo 
Reporter, KGO-TV | ABC7 Bay Area  
ABC Owned Television Stations 
415.672.9171 mobile | abc7news.com

mailto:Amanda.L.delCastillo@abc.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:Tom.DuBois@CityofPaloAlto.org



From: upcomingsales@friendspaloaltolib.org
To: Council, City
Subject: Mysterious Spooky Spectacular Book Sale - Friends of the Palo Alto Library
Date: Thursday, October 7, 2021 2:13:28 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

 

Visit our web site  
 

CUBBERLEY USED
BOOK SALES
Saturday October 9

Bargain Room 9:30am - 4pm
Children's Room 10am - 4pm
Main Room Sale 11am - 4pm

Sunday October 10
All Rooms 11am - 4pm

FEATURED IN OCTOBER 

Industrial Design
Travel Guides

Vintage Cookbooks
Children's Room/Halloween

Puzzles & Games

 

4000 Middlefield Road
Palo Alto

NE corner of the Cubberley
Community Center
(650) 213-8755

www.fopal.org

mailto:upcomingsales@friendspaloaltolib.org
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
http://www.fopal.org/
http://www.fopal.org/


Maps and Directions
More information on the sales

Donate your used books, DVDs, &c
 

ALL NET PROCEEDS GO TO HELP PALO ALTO
LIBRARIES

Marty's (Main) Room
In our Main Room, prices are way below
what used book stores charge. Hardcover
books start at $2.00 and softcover books
start at only $1.00.

No numbered tickets this month! (See
below.)

Please note that due to crowding during the
first two hours of the Book Sale, no strollers,
rolling carts, etc. can be brought into the
Main Room. This is for the safety of shoppers
and volunteers alike. By 12:30 or so, the
crowd thins out and shoppers are welcome to
bring these items into the sale.

Children's Book Sale
The Children's Room is located in the
portable next to the soccer field near
Greendell School. It is entirely filled with
children's books and toys. You'll find picture
books, school age fiction and non-fiction,
award winners, non-English titles, CDs and
DVDs, and books for parents and teachers,
most for 50 cents or $1. Strollers are
welcome in the Children's Room at any time.

Bargain Books in H-2
The Bargain Room is located in Rooms H-2
and H-3 of the Cubberley main campus,
between Marty's Room and Middlefield Road.
On Saturday, paperbacks are 50 cents,
hardcovers are $1, and children's books are
50 cents each. The room also contains many
records, CDs, and DVDs at $1 each. On
Sunday, the room opens at 11 am and all
prices are half off. Or, save even more on
Sunday by buying green FOPAL reusable
bags from us for $2/ea (or bring your own
grocery-size reusable bag) and stuffing them
with any items in the room for $5/bag. Fill
four bags at $5/bag and fill a fifth bag FREE!
(We no longer receive sufficient used paper
grocery bags along with donations for this
purpose.)

http://www.fopal.org/book-sale-directions
http://www.fopal.org/book-sale-info
http://www.fopal.org/donate


News from the Library, by E-mail and RSS
Some big recent news from the Library is something they mentioned last month and again
this month: all five branches are open, and Rinconada and Mitchell Park have expanded
hours! You can see more about this here.

If you have ever given the Library your e-mail address, like this newsletter editor did when
he signed up for a Palo Alto Library card, you have probably noticed that they are sending
you one to a few e-mails per month since the start of the pandemic.

If you haven't been getting these e-mails, and are curious, there's an archive of them
here. The messages linked from the archive page have links to a subscription page.

If you prefer this sort of thing in your RSS reader instead of your e-mail, you can get the
RSS feed here. (This may open in your RSS reader instead of in your browser.)

November 13th: FOPAL Sale & CASP Open Studios
One great location: the Cubberley Community Center! Two great events...

November 13th, FOPAL and Cubberley Artist Studio Program (CASP) come together to offer
bibliophiles and art connoisseurs an opportunity to shop/buy FOPAL's art books, framed
art...then attend CASP's Open Studios! Look for more details in FOPAL's November Sale
newsletter and on FOPAL's Facebook page. Please "like" and "follow" us when you visit.
General info; CASP Open Studios - Wings E, F, and U. Join the artists in their studios for art
and art activities!

https://cityofpaloalto.org/casp

What's Special for October 2021?
Donation volume has been steady, and we want to send out a big thank you to all who
have donated material for our sales as well as a super big THANK YOU to FOPAL's Donation
Monitor team! Many sections have a backlog and as a result, we expect to have strong
sales all through the winter months. Speaking of which, you'll find Fall and Winter
Holiday books, music, and more in the bookcases just outside the sorting/donation room
(opposite Travel) in November. We will restock this area with new material through
December. Speaking of Travel, Travel Guides has a newly freshened selection of guides
all priced to sell. Look for the Industrial Design Special curated by section manager
Nancy Cohen and donation compliments of IDEO again this month. This collection can be
found in the specials (2) bay bookcases just outside the sorting room. After several
plentiful months, the Vintage Cooking section has an entirely new selection of titles
choose from. A large donation of Halloween books came in this month; many made the
display area in the Children's Room. The Puzzles & Games section continues to be
going strong with a bay added to accommodate! These are just a few highlights; the
shelves are full!

Happy Pandemic Halloween Season (It's Still Weird)
No Main Room Entry Tickets at this time: Customers who want the best selection
should arrive early. There are lines to enter each room. Please do not plan on using a box
to hold your place in line. The Bargain Room is open 9:30am and the Children's Room
opens at 10am, giving you time to shop either of these rooms and be able to...

https://us7.campaign-archive.com/?u=5bb3b762047926b143fbbee55&id=d5ed11a863
https://us7.campaign-archive.com/home/?u=5bb3b762047926b143fbbee55&id=d6162d0608
https://us7.campaign-archive.com/feed?u=5bb3b762047926b143fbbee55&id=d6162d0608
https://cityofpaloalto.org/casp


Get In Line By 11am: Please be sure to return to the Main Room a few minutes before it
opens at 11 am to line up using social distancing. Customers will be admitted in the order
of first in line first to enter. There is an occupancy limit for each salesroom, these will be
carefully enforced by FOPAL's Door Monitors.

Twelve Book Limit: Due to health and safety regulations, no more than 80 customers at
a time can be allowed into the Main Room. During the first hour or until the Sales Manager
lifts the restriction, each customer may select no more than 12 books at a time, pay for the
items in the cashier line, and exit through the east door. The customer may then join the
end of any remaining line at the north/entry door and reenter in that order. The limitation
of 12 books at a time will continue past noon if a line remains outside.

One Bag Limit: There is also a limit of one grocery-sized or one green FOPAL reusable bag
per customer for carrying your book selections. We do not allow the use of large "Costco"
or "Ikea" sized bags, or boxes of any kind until any shopping limits are lifted.

To avoid lines and crowds, we suggest browsing afternoon on Saturday and Sunday.

Children's Room
"The Children's Room is stocked with Halloween books galore, plus Halloween DVDs and
some costumes, at prices so low it's scary! Check out our Activities section for loads of
games, puzzles and toys; music CDs and books on CD for road trips; crafts materials;
science and math books and workbooks; etc. Browse our World Languages section for
books in Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Hebrew, Russian, German, French, Italian, Spanish,
Polish, Urdu, Hindi, Czech, and others--what fun for a language beginner to read Clifford
the Big Red Dog or Harry Potter in the language she is studying! On the table in the
School-age Fiction section, there is a display of many of the books on Time Magazine's 100
best books for kids. Read about them in the binder on the table. Finally, if you missed the
giant pop-up-books sale in H-1 last winter, we have multiple boxes of pop-ups, all priced at
50 cents or one dollar. This month only!" -Carolyn Davidson

Architecture
"This month's sale includes a full shelf of architectural guides to cities, countries, and
specific architects and monuments. Among the more than 50 volumes are guides in English
to Portland, Philadelphia, Copenhagen, Berlin, Vienna, Seoul, Tokyo, and Beijing; to
countries and provinces such as Switzerland and the Ticino; to monuments such as the
Palazzo del Te in Mantua and the Jewish Museum in Berlin; and to architects such as
Palladio, Le Corbusier, and Alvar Aalto. There are also many interesting new additions to
the architecture section." -Melinda Parry

Religion
"There is a sizable collection of the Fortress series of biblical studies, such as the Song of
Songs, Micah, Jeremiah and many more. There are also volumes of the Theological
Dictionary, both Old and New Testament. James Charlesworth's volumes on The Old
Testament Pseudepigrapha, volumes one and two can also be found in the Scripture
section. Moving to Christianity there are two volumes of John Henry Newman's Letters and
Correspondence to 1845 with a Brief Biography. Many more interesting tomes await your
perusal."" -Nancy Cohen

Fiction Boutique



"If you are thinking of starting a Book Group...or if you are already a member of such a
group...or if you enjoy discussing books with just one or two friends, you will find many
tempting novels in this section! Enjoy!" -Marian Knox

Judaica
"Browse the Judaica section for books on the Jewish religion including editions of the
Torah, Kabbalah, Jewish history, the Holocaust, memoirs, Israel, Jewish Women, the
Jewish American Experience and other related subjects.

"New this month - The Illuminated Kaddish; Two Volume Paperback set of Moses
Maimonides The Guide of the Perplexed; The Light of Days; Enemies and Neighbors;
Hebrew Myths - The Book of Genesis; A Train near Magdeburg.

"Most fiction with Jewish themes will be found in Modern Literature/Classics or Current
Fiction. Books entirely in Hebrew are shelved in the European Languages section." -
Charlotte Epstein

Health
"The Health section has over 700 books, just waiting for our patrons! This month, a
number of books on ADD have been added, and in particular, several on Adult ADD. Under
the Children's Health section, there are two paperbacks on parenting a child with diabetes.
In addition, we have received the first book on COVID-19. And, for fun, look for 500
Formulas for Aromatherapy." -Suzanne C.

Science Fiction & Fantasy
"So many fine Science Fiction paperbacks this month they've crowded out much of the
usual Fantasy shelves. Lots of less-common older books in excellent condition, including a
nice selection of one-author 'Best Of' story collections. Still have the like-new eight-volume
Expanse bundle!" -Rich McAllister

Bargain Room Science Fiction & Fantasy
"Meanwhile over in the Bargain Room we have found additional shelf space across the
aisle between the paperback Mysteries and Reference sections and have 28 three-foot
shelves (84 shelf-feet) mostly full of SF&F paperbacks, as well as another 12 three-foot
shelves of hardcover and trade paper SF&F. Paperbacks are shelved by author and with an
eye to breadth of titles and editions and preferring better-condition copies. Anthologies
cover most of two shelves and shared-world books cover a little more than two shelves and
I think we have all of both out." -Frank McConnell

Donations
We have made it past Drop-off Donations 3.0 and have returned to accepting donations
without the need to make an appointment.

HOWEVER....

We must pause accepting donations until October 12 while we prepare for the monthly sale
(and our Donation Intake takes the Monday holiday off). Please hold your donations until
then.



Please read our donation guidelines before you bring materials to us.

All that said, our normal hours for drop-off donations are Monday through Saturday, 3pm-
5pm. (But not the week before the sale.)

This notice comes to you from the non-profit organization Friends of the Palo Alto Library. No trees were
felled in the making of this e-mail. Visit our web site. Become a member by joining online.

Be sure to receive your own free copy of this e-mail notice so that you'll know about all special upcoming
books sales. To sign up, just e-mail us. We carefully protect the privacy of your e-mail address. We will not
share your e-mail address with any other organization and we will not use it for any purpose other than to
send you these notices. If you do not wish to receive these e-mail notices in the future, please reply with
the words "Remove Me" in the first line of the text.

https://www.fopal.org/donate
http://www.fopal.org/
http://www.fopal.org/join
mailto:signup@friendspaloaltolib.org?subject=Sign%20up%20for%20monthly%20notice


From: Toya D
To: erodriguez@cityofsanmateo.org; MayorLondonBreed@sfgov.org; dcombs@menlopark.org; Council, City;

dhoward@redwoodcity.org
Subject: Fw: Re: Protocols need to be enacted for when Mark Zuckerberg is insane
Date: Thursday, October 7, 2021 1:24:31 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original Message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
On Thursday, October 7th, 2021 at 14:57, Toya D <toyad@protonmail.com> wrote:

If threatened with "turning on the hearing" check settings on phone for Apps and
delete Facebook Messenger from your phone. The hearing stops for everyone
once his algorithms are destroyed from Facebook. Sent to Oversight Board by
email and execs from Instagram, Whatsapp.

Facebook, Instagram and Whatsapp Global Shutdown on Monday October 4th
and stock price drop of 5% for first time in years. I heard stock shorted twice and
Nasdaq is contacting investors after record number of employees selling shares.

Im hearing theyre being audited and that their financials were done via
algorithms/created App. Why over a 4 year period does the revenue increase by
consistent amount each year approx 13 billion each year from 2017 to 2020 and
cost of revenue also increases consistently by approx 4 billion each year. How
likely is that? That is just a preliminary glance and Im not an account. A forensic
account can investigate these numbers more in depth. As Facebook's stock is
grossly over inflated and Mark Zuckerberg has been selling his shares each year
thru the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative ie insider trading. He's also making purchases
in exchange for stock which is overvalued.

https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/fb/financials

In Annual Report for 2012 why did Mark Zuckerberg incorporate Facebook in
Delaware when company is based in California?

'“Delaware loophole,” the accounting strategy enables huge corporations to
declare certain types of revenue in the state where the company is incorporated
rather than in the state where the business operates and the revenue is earned.'

Who is monitoring the revenue earned in Delaware?

https://investor.fb.com/financials/?section=annualreports

Deborah Crawford is listed as VP of Investor Relations, reports to David Wehner,
CFO,  and is listed as the contact in each of the press releases for investors

mailto:toyad@protonmail.com
mailto:erodriguez@cityofsanmateo.org
mailto:MayorLondonBreed@sfgov.org
mailto:dcombs@menlopark.org
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:dhoward@redwoodcity.org
https://protonmail.com/
https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/fb/financials
https://investor.fb.com/financials/?section=annualreports


meeting with a general email address of investor@fb.com. Her job history on
Linkedin looks fake with each and every job title the same. Who can confirm this
person is an actual employee of Facebook?

https://news.yahoo.com/facebook-inc-fb-q1-2019-055202321.html

https://www.linkedin.com/in/deborah-tuerk-crawford-2a192/

Does anyone know he owns a Swiss Bank? Hiding Assets?

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesinsights/2019/06/18/mark-zuckerberg-is-
about-to-become-the-head-of-a-swiss-bank-3-reasons-it-should-make-you-think/?
sh=223b156c4086

Why do the CEO Mark Zuckerberg and COO Sheryl Sandberg of Facebook also
sit on their own Board of Directors which is a Conflict of Interest. Why is the
only way to reach the Board by mail at the same address of Facebook?

https://investor.fb.com/leadership-and-governance/default.aspx

Article with copy of email Mark Zuckerberg sent to dilute shareholder Eduardo
Saverin's share of stock.

https://www.businessinsider.com/exclusive-heres-the-email-zuckerberg-sent-to-
cut-his-cofounder-out-of-facebook-2012-5

**A must read article below all videos of Mark Zuckerberg's augmented reality.
In first video its very obvious that he is doing an tv interview and looks like a
hologram aka augmented reality. In other videos of Nancy Pellosi slurred speech
it is obviously augmented, and Donald Trump is saying something only Mark
Zuckerberg would say and Kim Kardashian is referring to both "data and
algorithms" which is not her brand yet Mark Zuckerberg's. So its obvious he
created those videos and is leaving tracks with references to Spectre of 007 Bond
creating illusions.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7130383/Deepfake-video-Mark-
Zuckerberg-shared-Instagram-tests-Facebooks-fake-footage-policies.html

He can place people at scene's of crimes with augmented reality like in the
Facebook Live streamed murders.

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/apr/18/facebook-mark-
zuckerberg-f8-speech-augmented-reality

https://investor.fb.com/financials/default.aspx

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/photo/what-chinese-say-about-zuckerberg-s-run-
beijing-n541636

Mark Zuckerberg owns Chinese Twitter in exchange for satellite purchase and
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internet access to Chinese market.

https://twitter.com/sinaweibo

https://weibo.com/us

Im hearing other offices such as Facebook New York office and Facebook Los
Angeles have a big problem with Facebook headquarters in Menlo Park because
they create problems with high profile individuals like Kim Kardashian and
Donald Trump who has a lawsuit against Facebook currently regarding the
"Russian meddling of the elections" also on Facebook.

Ive also heard the business model is unethical by using algorithms to affect
pleasure centre's of the brain for advertising and for long hours spent scrolling
thru NewsFeed as advertising is 98% of their business.

Facebook computer programmer, engineering (engineering.fb.com) and artificial
intelligence department in other Facebook national and international offices will
also be contacted to advise of Mark Zuckerberg's Facebook Live algorithms
embedded in his Facebook.com/zuck and facebook.com/sheryl profile pages and
all executive pages including David Wehner CFO and Mike Schroepher CTO
(known as Schrep) and possibly all profiles including profile pictures (rock
looters algorithms in profile picture of fetal ultra sound 1 per million), group
pages scanned for his Facebook Live algorithms and to thoroughly investigate his
accounts included deleted messages, searches, especially check created group
pages (energies done thru groups), deleted and deactivated profiles, App
development etc while cross referencing the crisis text line re role with suicides
on Facebook Live. Mike Schroepher on Sept 27 backed up Facebook Live
(Zuckerberg's 34 personal servers - each exec involved has 1 server each) to
Facebook servers. Mark Zuckerberg found a way to connect his imagination to
the internet with algorithms done thru a company in India. Could have been the
same company he uses for Content Moderators, which is outsourced. Why would
a billion dollar company outsource? The company is called Cognizant. Contact
made to people I have met in person - Apps sent to Bradley J Lovell, Peter Csere
and/or Boris Plotkin August 2020 for brain imaging, Voice recording App sent to
Marleen Vriesendorp December 2020, App sent to Ella Nunes May 2020, Sheryl
Sandberg contacted Interpol International Police May 2020 and messaged Kerry
Osborne of Le Jardins Carya May 2020. *note to FB Programmers/AI department
Mark Zuckerberg managed - check all groups created under Mark Zuckerberg's
Facebook accounts, execs/individuals involved are in profiles and changing brain
images and unique identifiers, check deleted of deleted records on servers, check
multiple logins on Mark Zuckerberg's account ie Sheryl Sandberg/David Wehner,
check whose signed in under World Domination under Mark Zuckerberg and who
was messaged seeing algorithms, check for Mark Zuckerberg's hidden
permissions, check for large groups created by Mark Zuckerberg for torture App
and energies for example if anyone felt what feels like jabs of lasers are from a
group of acupuncturists and with algorithms in the brain can cause pain with
algorithm multipliers, look for targeted individuals group of 40 million of real
people for testimonies, look for group of pedophiles - Mark Zuckerberg and
coconspirators sees thru the eyes and feels thru the bodies of children found on

https://twitter.com/sinaweibo
https://weibo.com/us
http://facebook.com/zuck
http://facebook.com/sheryl


Facebook check for messages sent and reading and writing in brain imaging,
check for recently created group of meditators/monks as energies are high and
theyre addicted to hormone adrenaline which is why generator was enacted.)

https://www.childhelplineinternational.org/our-work/news/crisis-text-line-
facebook-liaising-prevent-suicide-us/

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/06/19/facebook-content-moderators-expose-
disturbing-working-conditions.html

He is 100% behind the fake news movement on Facebook.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/janelytvynenko/were-tracking-
misinformation-about-the-migrant-caravan

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-38599385

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/emails-show-sheryl-sandberg-
aware-facebooks-definers-george

How can there by so many fake accounts - 5.4 billion in 1 year unless theyre
Mark Zuckerberg's algorithms?

https://www.cnn.com/2019/11/13/tech/facebook-fake-accounts/index.html

*Update on location - Mark Zuckerberg was not in either private clinic he was in
first office that was reconstructed where "assisted suicides" took place near
manmade lake and tree where remains of boy lured to molest at that location was
found in "Chris Cox" stoyline made real in Facebook Live and Sergey Bri(m)
storyline made real. Sheryl Sandberg is in most recent executive office with at
least 2 body doubles - look up casting call and billionnaire contract killers
'storyline' and Facebook messages sent. David Wehner and Mike Schroepher are
in their home offices. Emily Vacher and Marnie also mentioned. They are trying
to get to Mark Zuckerberg's physical location where his 34 servers and where
assisted suicides happened and where he was in past taken out with stretcher out
back bathroom door. Theyre sending 1 server to Fruit Haven in Ecuador by boat
ordered from China and David Wehner sending Sheryl Sandberg phone by drone
to her office. Both Sheryl Sandberg and Mark Zuckerberg are living in their
imaginations with eyes closed and locked into Mark Zuckeberg's Intranet. They
are trying to get to Mark Zuckerberg's phone which is the foundation phone
connected to his Facebook page. As they know in real life he is physically weak
as he eats/drinks very little and theyre keeping him alive energetically and
physically until they can figure out a way to continue to live like him seeing thru
the eyes and feeling into the bodies of others by threatening and manipulating
others including Jennifer former police chief who may or may not be with him.
Most of the 'homeless' people near his location are missing/murdered. 
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Subject: Fwd: [New post] $25 Million allocated to NY groups battling hate crimes
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ANOTHER GOOD NEWS ARTICLE.

Allan

Subject:$25 Million allocated to NY groups battling hate crimes
From: AsAmNews 10/07/21

New post on AsAmNews

$25 Million allocated to NY groups battling hate crimes
by Rhiannon Koh

New York Governor Kathy Hochul announced Wednesday the availability of an
additional $25 million to fight hate crimes. The funds will be used to support nonprofit
organization serving those at risk of hate crimes or attacks because of their ideology,
beliefs, or missions.

In the same statement, Governor Hochul also revealed an expanded online reporting
form that will allow New York residents to report bias and hate incidents. The updated
form improves data collection capabilities. It also bolsters the state’s efforts to track and
respond to acts of hate and discrimination.

The official website of New York State quoted Hochul. "By their very nature, hate crimes
strike at the heart of our democratic values and threaten to undermine the very tenets of
our society. By helping these nonprofit organizations protect themselves against these
cowardly acts of violence, we continue to make public safety a top priority. Bigotry and
hate have no place in our state."

https://asamnews.com/?author=115
https://asamnews.com/2021/10/07/new-york-governor-kathy-hochul-announces-additional-funds-and-new-online-reporting-form-to-secure-vulnerable-communities-against-hate-crimes/
https://asamnews.com/?author=115
https://forms.ny.gov/s3/Hate-Crime-Tips
https://forms.ny.gov/s3/Hate-Crime-Tips
https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/governor-hochul-announces-nearly-25-million-available-strengthen-security-nonprofit


The announcement comes as hate and bias incidents continue throughout the state,
many targeting Asian American and Pacific Islander communities. There has been an
exponential rise in hate and bias incidents targeting Asian Americans and Pacific
Islanders in New York State and across the nation in the past year. A recent Stop AAPI
Hate National Report documented more than 9,000 incidents across the nation since the
inception of the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020.  

In March 2021, a virtual public forum hosted by the Division of Human Rights brought
together community leaders to discuss the impacts of these attacks across the state.
The 2022 Enacted Budget, signed in April 2021, contained millions of dollars in funding
to support community organizations combating discrimination against Asian Americans
and Pacific Islanders.   

AsAmNews has Asian America in its heart. We’re an all-volunteer effort of dedicated
staff and interns. Check out our new Instagram account. Go to our Twitter feed and
Facebook page for more content. Please consider interning, joining our staff, or
submitting a story or making a contribution. 

Rhiannon Koh | October 7, 2021 at 2:57 am | Tags: discrimination, Governor Kathy Hochul,
Hate Crimes, New York, Nonprofit Organization, NY Division of Human Rights, pandemic and
anti-Asian racism, reporting hate crimes, securing communities, Stop AAPI Hate National Report
| Categories: Asian Americans, Chinese American, Crime, East Asian American, Filipino
American, Hmong American, Indian American, Japanese American, Korean American, Pakistani
American, Politics, Scapegoat, Sikh Americans, South Asian American, Southeast Asian
American, Vietnamese American | URL: https://asamnews.com/?p=119244
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We are proud to announce our upcoming Virtual Speaker event featuring:

Manu Meel
CEO of BridgeUSA

"Improving Democracy One Conversation at a Time"
How Young People are Fighting for Better Politics

Wednesday, October 13th

6:00 to 7:00 pm
Democracy is in danger if the next generation is disengaged and polarized

because young people are the future of our country.

Register in advance for this seminar.

After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining
the webinar.

Submit your questions for Manu Meel in advance here.

From: LWV Palo Alto Luncheon Speaker Series
To: Council, City
Subject: Improving Democracy One Conversation at a Time with Manu Meel Oct 13th
Date: Thursday, October 7, 2021 9:59:52 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Register Now
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o o e 
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Please share with others who may be interested.

Manu Meel is a leading practitioner in bridge building across the country. Manu
is a graduate of UC Berkeley and the CEO of BridgeUSA, where he is leading
the country's largest and fastest growing student movement to bring Americans
together. Through his work he has contributed to media outlets and advanced
pro-democracy efforts nationally.

“BridgeUSA’s chapter network is at the core of our mission. Our chapters invest
in the future of democracy by combining grassroots organizing with institutional
impact on college campuses.”
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From: mark weiss
To: Council, City; Shikada, Ed; tomforcouncil@gmail.com; Ryan McCauley; gwen crawford; LaDoris Cordell; Rebecca

Eisenberg; James Aram
Subject: Fw: Diunna Greenleaf Thursday 2 pm free concert
Date: Thursday, October 7, 2021 7:34:42 AM
Attachments: image002.png

image003.png

I am not joking.
We need a serious rework on First Amendment and the parks.
Maybe NAACP can advise.
Mark Weiss

The parks are for We The People. They are not chits in some kind of petty power games with
staff. Or the landlords. 

We permit you to provide a bureaucratic process as a convenience to some residents. We do
not need you for our right to assemble, sing, dance or amplify. If you don't understand this, Ed
Shikada, please move on.

Also, I noticed that the art exhibit is advertised as being funded by Percent for Art -- this is a
total misappropriation of funds. I said as a public record, when I applied for Public Art
Commission, that Percent for Art as applied for private sector is a horrible program, an
amenity to landlords and should be discontinued. That you would use this, even unknowingly,
to block a Diunna Greenleaf concert is more than ironic. 
I have landlords -- but not White Supremacists like the ones who rule this town -- who tell me
that Percent for Art is horrible. (Not the landlords who post their names at Lytton Plaza....)

The art exhibit at Lytton Plaza starting tonite at 5 pm is a Fascist occupation of "the people's
park" on multiple levels.

I don't want to compare Diunna Greenleaf to Breonna Taylor but what else am I to think?
Our group is three Blacks, I believe and a total of about 10. 

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: mark weiss <earwopa@yahoo.com>
To: Shikada, Ed <ed.shikada@cityofpaloalto.org>
Cc: Tom DuBois <tomforcouncil@gmail.com>; O'Kane, Kristen <kristen.o'kane@cityofpaloalto.org>
Sent: Thursday, October 7, 2021, 07:22:22 AM PDT
Subject: Re: Diunna Greenleaf Thursday 2 pm free concert

https://markweiss86.com/2021/10/07/kid-andersen-diunna-greenleaf-blues-pop-up-at-elinor-
cogswell-plaza-just-added/

Are you helping, hindering or just standing down?
Myself and a few others will peaceably assemble.
Please don't shoot us.
Mark 

On Thursday, October 7, 2021, 06:45:15 AM PDT, Shikada, Ed <ed.shikada@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:
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Good morning Mark. 

 

No city staff, including myself (or Alex, also city staff) can verbally authorize an event. 
Sadly we work in a system that depends on an application and process to check with
the various parties with knowledge of conflicts, as well as ensuring coordination of
required actions and safety.  I know all love to support events; we just need adequate
lead time and collaboration to do so.

--Ed

 

Ed Shikada

City Manager

(650) 329-2280 | ed.shikada@cityofpaloalto.org

www.cityofpaloalto.org

 
    

 

 

From: mark weiss <earwopa@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:25 PM
To: Shikada, Ed <Ed.Shikada@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Cc: Tom DuBois <tomforcouncil@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Diunna Greenleaf Thursday 2 pm free concert

 

We’d like to do this event at Cogswell Plaza. At 2 pm. 

For many years, and scattered years recently, the City funded and produced a “Brown Bag” nooner series
there. 

Maybe Diunna Greenleaf of Houston TX, who may go down in blues history as an all time great in her
genre, will help advance that initiative with this impromptu show. 

Our parks are for such events. 

The purpose of permits are to meter competing citizens’ interests in such uses, and NOT for leadership to
inhibit or restrict or discourage such. 

Kristen is not being asked to work on this other than to correct damage and disinformation by three of her
staff. And Sergeant Alex in my opinion also did a disservice by not mentioning if he knew of the plans for
Lytton(or King). He totally passed the buck— not offering “truth whole truth” et cetera. 

CI TY OF 

PALO 
A TO 

Please dick here to provide fet.'-dback on our City's services 

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/Home/City-Service-Feedback


Diunna is totally worth the trouble. 

Mark Weiss 

Cc: Tom

 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=F3QcofAgS5A&feature=youtu.be

 

 

Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 6, 2021, at 8:49 PM, Shikada, Ed <Ed.Shikada@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:



Mark –

This is really not cool.  Kristen is juggling a lot of balls, and I cannot let you
drive her crazy with an assumption of autonomy and authority, whether
cc’ing the mayor and me or not.  You need a permit for events, period. 
You send too many emails for anyone to keep up with.

--Ed

 

From: mark weiss <earwopa@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 6, 2021 7:32 PM
To: O'Kane, Kristen <Kristen.O'Kane@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Cc: Shikada, Ed <Ed.Shikada@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Tom DuBois
<tomforcouncil@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Diunna Greenleaf Thursday 2 pm free concert

 

Then we will advertise for Cogswell and use our own generator and you can arrest day a 64
year old Black woman if you want on her 64th birthday —good luck

 

Mark Weiss 

Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 6, 2021, at 7:05 PM, O'Kane, Kristen
<Kristen.O'Kane@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=F3QcofAgS5A&feature=youtu.be
mailto:Ed.Shikada@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:earwopa@yahoo.com
mailto:Ed.Shikada@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:tomforcouncil@gmail.com




Mark, you do not have a permit for Lytton Plaza and there is substantial
installation and set up that is happening beginning tomorrow morning.  You
cannot have a concert on Lytton or King Plaza.

Please advise who you spoke with. There are no reservations for your event
in our records.

Kristen

Get Outlook for iOS

From: mark weiss <earwopa@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 6, 2021 6:36:14 PM
To: O'Kane, Kristen <Kristen.O'Kane@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Cc: Tom DuBois <tomforcouncil@gmail.com>; Shikada, Ed
<Ed.Shikada@CityofPaloAlto.org>
Subject: Re: Diunna Greenleaf Thursday 2 pm free concert

 

Elise is an old friend, she and Terry were commissioners before Elise joined
staff — so maybe I’m donating a $4,000 blues act as lagniappe to Codex and
I certainly won’t encroach on such — which is advertised as 5 -10 to my 2-
330 pm, it’ll work itself out. 

(I’ve only been working on this since yesterday but it is a little frustrating that
NONE of the first four staff I spoke to, met with or had email from, at Police,
Mitchell Park, Cubberley or Lucie Stern knew enough to flag me before Ms
KOK half hour mentioned it —- and, the posters and cards for Codex I had
been lauding — much better than the one for TAPA 

Mark

 

Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 6, 2021, at 6:05 PM, O'Kane, Kristen
<Kristen.O'Kane@cityofpaloalto.org> wrote:



Mark,

 

This weekend is the Code:ART art festival (City event) at both
Lytton Plaza and King Plaza in front of City Hall.  These
locations are already reserved beginning tomorrow (Thursday)
morning through Sunday evening.  This is why there are No
Parking signs at Lytton. It is not possible to have music at these
locations as well during this time period.

https://aka.ms/o0ukef
mailto:earwopa@yahoo.com
mailto:tomforcouncil@gmail.com
mailto:Ed.Shikada@CityofPaloAlto.org
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I appreciate you wanting to bring music to the downtown area,
supporting musicians and Palo Alto’s local businesses.  We
need a minimum of ten days to issue the appropriate permits
and notify other departments and staff that these events are
happening.  I do not know if Cogswell is available tomorrow, but
a Gathering Permit would be required to hold an event there
(and possibly a noise exemption permit which are handled by
PD).

 

You can submit a request for a Gathering Permit here:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/Departments/Community-
Services/Open-Space-Parks/Open-Space-Preserves/Groups-
and-Special-Event-Permits

 

Thank you,

Kristen

 

 

 

From: mark weiss <earwopa@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 6, 2021 5:13 PM
To: Tom DuBois <tomforcouncil@gmail.com>; esantana
<esantana@paplayers.org>; Tom DuBois
<tomforcouncil@gmail.com>;
efreeman@embarcaderopublishing.com; Howard, Adam
<Adam.Howard@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Bill Johnson
<Bjohnson@embarcaderopublishing.com>; Charlie Weidanz
<charlie@paloaltochamber.com>; Christina Hood
<christina@brighthomesre.com>; Rice, Danille
<Danille.Rice@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Anderson, Daren
<Daren.Anderson@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Shikada, Ed
<Ed.Shikada@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Velasquez, Ingrid
<Ingrid.Velasquez@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Billeci, Jeanne
<Jeanne.Billeci@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Kaylee Wong
<kayleeawong@gmail.com>; O'Kane, Kristen
<Kristen.O'Kane@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Do, Lam
<Lam.Do@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Lydia Kou
<lydiakou@gmail.com>; Megan Swezey Fogarty
<mswez@stanford.edu>; Horrigan-Taylor, Meghan
<Meghan.Horrigan-Taylor@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Mora Oommen
<mora@youthcommunityservice.org>; Pat Farris
<pdfarris@hotmail.com>; Sarah Cornwell
<sarah@gamblegarden.org>; Raj, Andrew
<Andrew.Raj@CityofPaloAlto.org>; Victoria Senderzon
<vsenderzon@gmail.com>; Yolanda Conaway
<yconaway@pausd.org>; Bert Torres <btorres@stayrich.com>
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Subject: Diunna Greenleaf Thursday 2 pm free concert

 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the
organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

Dear Tom and citizens:
I felt TAPA (and the press) might have been more inclusive of
BIPOC and responsive to BLACK LIVES MATTER, and
remedial to such I have arranged a concert by Houston’s
Diunna Greenleaf blues singer tomorrow at 2, probably at
Lytton Plaza or Cogswell or maybe MLK 250 Hamilton Plaza.
Fyi, Mark Weiss Dba Earthwise ally of Black people and many
others
(650) 305-0701

<image001.jpg>

Sent from my iPhone



Our Live Well, Do Good newsletter features the latest news, benefits, and
opportunities from the Sierra Club's mission-aligned partners. Our wide-ranging
alliances help move us toward a sustainable future, advance a greener
economy, and reduce our collective footprints to create positive impact through
everyday actions and choices.

From: Sierra Club
To: Council, City
Subject: Create positive impact through everyday actions
Date: Thursday, October 7, 2021 6:09:38 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of

opening attachments and clicking on links.

http://click.emails.sierraclub.org/?qs=628a1877148f5e1df96225d4ae5d7fbe53f77be24cf172ce18b51464d64df07b194ca288bfc30e232e06b475d363296b62d4f5ea30fdaf0a
mailto:reply-fe9817727463067c72-418_HTML-636621889-7219454-21204@emails.sierraclub.org
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


Clean Transportation Solutions
In a big win for climate and public health, Nevada is set to become the 16th
clean car state in the nation. The clean car standards will require light-duty
vehicles sold in the state to emit less climate-disrupting pollution and also
increase the availability of electric cars and pickup trucks.
 
If you're looking to help speed the transition to clean transportation by replacing
your personal vehicle, our electric vehicle guide can help you decide which EV
is best for you. And when you donate your old car to the Sierra Club Foundation,
it can have a lasting impact on our work to curb climate change, fight for clean
air and water, and keep our wild places wild.

Start your vehicle donation

"How w,ond,erful it is. th.at nobody 
need w.ait a single moment before 

starting to improve the world .. "' 
-Anne Fra.nk 
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Powering Change

The Sierra Club and SunPower share
a vision of a 100% clean energy
future. As part of their mission to
change how our world is powered,
SunPower is helping Sierra Club
members and supporters go solar
with a $1,000 rebate. Plus, they give
$1,000 to support the Sierra Club's
work each time a member or
supporter makes the switch to
SunPower solar.

Get your free solar quote

A Gift that Gives Back

When you give a Sierra Club Gift
Membership, you also give the gift of
a more sustainable future. It's an easy
and meaningful way to make an
impact in the fight for a healthy
climate, and each membership
package includes a backpack, a one-
year subscription to Sierra magazine,
members-only eco-travel
opportunities, and more!

Give a gift today

   

Disclaimer: The Sierra Club partners with companies that we believe have the ability to advance the
Sierra Club's mission and environmental goals. Sierra Club members and supporters are encouraged to
complete their own due diligence and research if they have questions about whether these purchases are
appropriate for their own needs and lifestyles. The Sierra Club makes no warranty, expressed or implied,
including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, and assumes no legal liability
for products or services sold by its partners.

This email was sent to: city.council@cityofpaloalto.org

This email was sent by the Sierra Club
2101 Webster St., Suite 1300, Oakland, CA 94612

Manage Preferences/Unsubscribe | View as Web Page
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From: Dilma Coleman
To: npd@cityofnewman.com; Council, City
Cc: cityofdp@cityofdp.com; cityattorney@cityofepa.org
Subject: Fwd: Automatic reply: Alameda county UnderSheriff Richard Lucia.. Understand that Mr. Greg Aherns, SF FBI

Craig Fair and California Governor Gavin Newsom isn"t doing Justice. Argue it. They bullied Reed Jobs in his
efforts to secure the inherited incom...

Date: Thursday, October 7, 2021 2:15:24 AM
Attachments: Screenshot_20211005-085531.png

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Oct 7, 2021, 2:08 AM
Subject: Fwd: Automatic reply: Alameda county UnderSheriff Richard Lucia.. Understand
that Mr. Greg Aherns, SF FBI Craig Fair and California Governor Gavin Newsom isn't doing
Justice. Argue it. They bullied Reed Jobs in his efforts to secure the inherited income for...
To: <officeofthechief@torontopolice.on.ca>, <investigation@kernda.org>
Cc: <segreteria.sanfrancisco@esteri.it>, <sanfrancisco.press@esteri.it>

Hi it's Diva Lee aka Diva jobs. Bear with me things will seem real and clearer soon. This guy
Brian Shab with San Jose CA police is whack on it. What the heck he done to make this
income? Argue it. Obviously Mr. Shab needs to get demoted and reduce pay for the simple
things in life which is..why in the heck there isn't anything else?  No employment records on
Diva Jobs in the 1990's. Also the pedestrian killings in April 2021 and prior not solved
whereas Diva Jobs witnessed and something like Diva survived it. Argue it. In the 1990's Diva
Jobs was employed obviously with SJPD..she was selected to participate in a wrestling, WWF
or something like it a Fundraiser for the St. Jude children's hospital. Attachment#3 Reed Jobs
had been near 8 yrs old a spectator at the San Jose State event center. Diva Jobs was trapped
on her back opponent on the top .. Attachment#4 Diva's thumb near her face during the
wrestling match whereas attachment #5 Judge Donna Stashyn was in the corner at the
wrestling event.  Solano Judge Donna Stashyn also is knowledgeable that singer RKelly
incarcerated in Chicago isn't guilty whereas she knows history of Singer RKelly's identical
twin brother being deceased. Argue it. At a Fundraiser event in San Jose CA The opponent
trapped Diva's thumb under this crochet frame witnessed by Donna Stashyn the wrestling 
corner coach argue it.  The opponent sew it down quickly. Reed left towards the wrestling rink
with scissors he cuts off the string. Diva Jobs's hand is set free to continue wrestling. Yet Diva
Jobs sees that Steve Jobs and Reed Jobs had to be escorted out of the event center at San Jose
State University because he had scissors at a Fundraiser event. A fun event turned hostile
whereas the corrupt law enforcement agents had arrived and threw up the worst hand gestures.
In Attachment # 2 Diva Jobs said at Steve Jobs's home they had family nights doing artcrafts
whereas Reed Jobs uses scissors cuts away quickly around picture of hands while his sister
Diva Jobs says don't ever forget Diva sucks her thumb..never make mistake on that. If u ever
see anyone trap Diva's thumb u go cut it out. Ok. Brother. Oh dear God What's happening
now. Solano county judge Donna stashyn was supervisor for Judge David Hart dept 20 .
Whereas Dilma Coleman aka Diva Jobs sent a complaint about David Hart courtroom insults
about her father being Ronald Coleman. Dilma responded no. My father is dead..he died many
years ago. The judge Haet dept 20 argued..that Fabiana Vega has the same father and that
it..not gonna change the judge argued it. Fabiana Vega(wore colored contacts) and her
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husband Virgil Vega(Target employee) killed Honey Sherman and Barry Sherman. Argue it.
Fabiana Vega was inside corcoran state prison with children(same children who witnessed the
murder of Honey Sherman and Barry Sherman) and other cohorts  when corcoran state prison
inmate Luis Romero was killed santanic sadistic masochistly. The child Amora raised her
voice inside the prison whereas tea had been served..her voice had woke Diva out of a
hypnosis/ GHB administered.  Gavin Newsom had met with Fabiana and Virgil and others at a
vietnamese restaurant to reward a child.Fuck Gavin Newsom he is a serial killer and serial
arsonist.argue it.  In fact,1330 Shelby dr Fairfield CA was a home Gavin Newsom frequently
visited and abused drugs prior to his divorce with Kimberly. Argue it.  Argue that SJPD
former chief Eddie Garcia also was with drug addictions..whereas Eddie Garcia also Habitual
drug addictions yes Eddie Garcia does have an identical twin brother. .which identical twin is
deceased? Which identical twin is employed in Dallas Texas? Eddie Garcia in the 1990's shot
at gang members and argued about it his controlling Habitual behaviors to control Diva's
motel 6.   Yearly salary of Brian Shab could be the daily pay rate for Diva Jobs who is trapped
doing all the investigative reports the best she knows how Diva is victimized by Lucinda
Southworth, Elon Musk's girlfriend Claire Boucher, California Governor Gavin Newsom,
Wissam Al Mana, Mark Zuckerberg, Fabiana Vega,Ronald Coleman, Virgil Vega and others.
Argue it. These individuals are serial killers. With drugs,violent attacks, gun shot wounds etc.
Diva has to rewind the entire shootings in California involved with law enforcement agents
especially the officers killed in Oakland,CA during the Lovelle Mixon demonstration. The
entire documentation of the Lovelle Mixon's videos are whack. Attachment #6 Yes Diva Jobs
argued that Virgil Vega shot the officers including Lovelle Mixon. Lovelle Mixon Did not
shoot any Oakland officers. Diva was there..argue it. I want Donna Stashyn to be released as
maleficence for the worst response to Diva's complaint whereas the final decision at the
judicial review performance at 450 golden gate ave suite 14400 San Francisco CA 94102

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Shab, Brian <BRIAN.SHAB@sanjoseca.gov>
Date: Wed, Oct 6, 2021, 2:36 PM
Subject: Automatic reply: Alameda county UnderSheriff Richard Lucia.. Understand that Mr.
Greg Aherns, SF FBI Craig Fair and California Governor Gavin Newsom isn't doing Justice.
Argue it. They bullied Reed Jobs in his efforts to secure the inherited income for...
To: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>

mailto:BRIAN.SHAB@sanjoseca.gov
mailto:dhappinessforever@gmail.com


Hello,

I am currently out of town through Sunday, October 10th.  I will have limited access to email. 
For issues that require immediate assistance, please contact Captain Carlos Acosta @
Carlos.Acosta@sanjoseca.gov

 

Take care,

Brian

 

Captain Brian Shab #3549

Western Division

Bureau of Field Operation

____________________________

San Jose Police Department

201 W. Mission Street. San Jose, Ca 95110

Office     (408) 277-4631

www.sjpd.org

 

mailto:Carlos.Acosta@sanjoseca.gov
http://www.sjpd.org/


From: Glenn Fisher
To: Council, City
Subject: Housing above city public parking lots
Date: Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:26:58 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

Dear City Council,

I read in the Palo Alto Weekly (September 24, 2021)  about a proposal from Peter Baltay and David Hirsch to put
apartments above city parking lots.  What a great idea!  I strongly encourage you to move forward on this quickly as
a way to address Palo Alto’s chronic housing shortage.

Thank you,

Glenn Fisher
Adobe Meadow

mailto:gfisher@mac.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Aram James
To: Binder, Andrew
Cc: Human Relations Commission
Subject: Can canines be trained to be anti-blank?
Date: Wednesday, October 6, 2021 5:14:01 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

10/6/2021

Dear Assistant Chief Assistant Binder:

I am hoping you will be attending the HRC meeting on October 14, starting at 6 pm. If you
have not had a chance to review the entire 13 part Marshall project series: Mauled: when
police dogs are weapons (2020-2021) I would request that you watch part 13 of the series a
15-minute powerful documentary: Can a dog be trained to be anti-black?
Hopefully, once you have had a chance to watch the documentary we can discuss it in a
principled manner. 

10/6/21
 
 
As we approach the important Oct 14, 2021, HRC informational session, starting at 6 pm,
consider the below comments and watch the powerful 15 min documentary on the provocative
issue: Can canines be trained to be anti-black? You be the judge. 

FYI: The link below is to part 13 -the last part of this Pulitzer Prize series- on the mauling of
human beings -particularly African Americans- going back to slavery and before and then
back to current times. 
 
It is a 15-minute documentary that shows the intentional training of these canines to attack
Black people. Please watch this documentary…..I believe it will lead you to the conclusion
that no amount of compromised policy changes or policy tweaking of canine policy is
sufficient—canine units, including Palo Alto’s, must be disbanded. Let me know your
thoughts. 
 
Aram James 
 
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2021/06/23/a-dog-can-be-trained-to-be-anti-
 
 

mailto:abjpd1@gmail.com
mailto:Andrew.Binder@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:hrc@cityofpaloalto.org
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2021/06/23/a-dog-can-be-trained-to-be-anti-black


From: Dilma Coleman
To: Council, City; cityofdp@cityofdp.com
Cc: pmanczuk-hannay@fremont.gov; 3549@sanjoseca.gov
Subject: Fwd: Alameda county UnderSheriff Richard Lucia.. Understand that Mr. Greg Aherns, SF FBI Craig Fair and

California Governor Gavin Newsom isn"t doing Justice. Argue it. They bullied Reed Jobs in his efforts to secure
the inherited income for his sister ...

Date: Wednesday, October 6, 2021 2:36:10 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Oct 6, 2021, 2:26 PM
Subject: Alameda county UnderSheriff Richard Lucia.. Understand that Mr. Greg Aherns, SF
FBI Craig Fair and California Governor Gavin Newsom isn't doing Justice. Argue it. They
bullied Reed Jobs in his efforts to secure the inherited income for his sister Diva Jobs who is a
royal magistrate in 3 countries.
To: <officeofthechief@torontopolice.on.ca>
Cc: <rlucia@acgov.org>, <investigation@kernda.org>

Hello it's Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs trapped in the name Dilma Coleman. Argue it. Kick back.
Understand that Alameda Sheriff Greg Aherns had solicited members of multiple royal
families since his employment in the 1980's. Greg Aherns targeted Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs
trapped in the name Dilma Coleman towards domestic chores involved with Diva's biological
children with wealthy families related to The Emperor in China, Royals in Afghanistan and
the Italian Pope John Paul I aka Mr.Albino Luciano. Argue it.   Gregory Aherns's buddies
Affiliated with California Governor Gavin Newsom bullied Reed Jobs for his adopted sister's
inherited income including marijuana plants intended for a dispensary business. Reed Jobs had
been targeted by SJPD and Santa Clara Sheriffs since his dad Steve Jobs had went under in the
streets where the San Jose police did illegal aggressive police work whereas fresh law
enforcement agents were injured and brainwashed with the worst police tactical enforcements
Reed Jobs had been ridiculed because His Dad Steve Jobs had a friendship with Music
Producer "Surge" Marion High Knight jr.  

Steve Jobs gave an inherited income from Jamaican Bunny Striker when Diva Job's father was
killed when she was age 16. Argue it. 

The inherited property the winery was stolen whereas Gavin Newsom bullied Diva Jobs.
similar or worse to how Gavin Newsom bullied Reed Jobs with his inherited income from his
father Steve Jobs and took away his sister's Diva Job's inherited income..Argue it. 

 Diva says that those items seized by Alameda Sheriffs in Attachment #2 need to be released
to Dilma Coleman every item plants and all belonged to Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs. Argue it.
The 10 million cash was taken out the hands of Steve Jobs's son Reed Jobs. The plants of
Marijuana wasn't intended for those men who wished to have a cannibus industry yet it's
possible those plants were imported from Jamaican when Bunny Striker Diva's biological
uncle was killed. Argue it. Steve Jobs's reincarnated energy is at work. Inmate at Richard
Donovan Prison Marion Hugh Knight jr Has been habitual harassed by Santa Clara Sheriffs
Laurie Smith since the 1980's especially when Laurie Smith stalked Marion Hugh Knight jr

mailto:dhappinessforever@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:cityofdp@cityofdp.com
mailto:pmanczuk-hannay@fremont.gov
mailto:3549@sanjoseca.gov
mailto:dhappinessforever@gmail.com
mailto:officeofthechief@torontopolice.on.ca
mailto:rlucia@acgov.org
mailto:investigation@kernda.org


when he played college football at UNLV then later he played Pro Football. Reed Jobs had a
huge photo of his father including Death Row items which indicates that his dad had been a
fan of Music Producer Suge Knight.  Argue it. Reed Jobs honors his father's wishes to protect
his friendships especially to his loyal friend Mr.Knight jr. argue it. Steve Jobs is not a scary
thing. Yeah Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs is a MD to JD. Diva says that Marion Hugh Knight jr is
innocent. Marion Hugh Knight jr isn't responsible for the murder of Music Producer Mr. Terry
Carter. 

Gregory Aherns's buddies loves Rolex Watches and they insist that a purchase of 40 rolexes
were made in exggerration to that's what was removed from Diva's biological father who was
killed when Diva was 16. Gregory Aherns and other local law enforcement agents in 1990's
removed a Rolex watch from Diva's home which belonged to her deceased father who was the
identical twin Brother to Edward O'sullivan Lee "Bunny Striker". The Rolex watch was stolen
by Alicia Keyes's husband Music Producer Swizz Beats. Argue it. 

The  warehouse private compound for Diva's adopted brother Reed was given to him to rent it
out.that was a trap for Reed Jobs to allow his things his earloom to be used for photographers
in the music industry for video making. Etc. Aherns knows the details. Aherns give Diva back
her money..so she can get Marion Hugh Knight jr out from his troubles and find housing.  The
warehouse that contained marijuana plants, guns, etc. Greg Aherns isn't doing Justice.  Blame
it on Gavin Newsom. Argue it. The facility in Attachment #2 was managed by Gavin Newsom
and his buddies who sought after the plants in hopes to own their own marijuana dispensary.
The Alameda County Sheriff Greg Aherns should be arrested. California Governor Gavin
Newsom should be arrested along with local Oakland CA police officers in leadership as well
as local Christian leaders in the Baptist church "Acts Full Gospel"  Bishop Bob Jackson. 

CEO Facebook Mark Zuckerberg had participated in the murder of Brent Shapiro at a
Fairfield,CA home. American Attorney Mr.Shapiro had suffered fraudulent lies about his son's
suicide. Facebook originally was an investment that Diva Lee made with her inherited income
from Susan Buffett when she died from mouth cancer. Argue it. 

Mark Zuckerberg had been programmed to be a serial thief habitual drug user associated with
Santa Cruz Sheriff Jim Hart whereas Mark is possibly is the biological son to Christian Leader
author "Battlefield of the Minds" Joyce Meyer. Yes Mark Zuckerberg had an identical twin
sister..a chubby one possibly transgendered. Whereas Joyce Meyer is really transgendered.
Argue it. 

It was Richard Blum(Diane Feinsteins's husband who stole numerous real estates from Diva
Lee in China. Richard Blum made a son with Michelle Obama's drug addicted relatives who
had a small amounts of oil and a purchase of Rotten Robbie gas station. argue it. 



From: Yahoo Mail.®
To: Honky
Subject: JUDGE: DEPOPULATION & CONTROL. Govs are Puppets of the Freemasons
Date: Wednesday, October 6, 2021 2:25:56 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.
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Dear member,
 

Here you have an essential one.
 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 
 

Please add this email to your contact list to avoid
that our emails go to your SPAM.
 

Blessings,
 

Awakening Channel Team

GO

JUDGE: 
DEPOPULATION & 
CONTROL 
Govs are Puppets of 
the FREEMASONS 
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From: lucie jay
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Wednesday, October 6, 2021 12:31:54 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely,  A resident of Palo Alto

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:luciejay@me.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


Photo courtesy of Otuo-Akyampong Boakye, Eco
Warriors Movement - Ghana.

| RSVP |

Global Grassroots Leaders
Climate Summit

The Sierra Club and Friends of the
Earth US are convening top grassroots
leaders from around the globe to
participate in the second annual Global
Grassroots Leaders Climate Summit
from from October 19 to 22. The
summit comes ahead of the G20
leaders summit and the UN Climate
Summit this fall, where world leaders
must up their ambitions and climate
commitments.

Learn more about the Global
Grassroots Leaders Climate Summit
and RSVP!

| Slideshow |

Climate Strike in Pictures

September 24 marked the first time
climate activists returned to the streets
en masse since the coronavirus struck
in 2020.

Here's what it looked like.

From: Sierra Club Insider
To: Council, City
Subject: RSVP for the Global Grassroots Summit, Podcasts Break New Ground for Climate Reporting, Support the Full Build

Back Better Act, and More
Date: Wednesday, October 6, 2021 1:21:24 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of

opening attachments and clicking on links.
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Photo by Sven Görlich

Photo courtesy of Patrick Grenter

| Article |

PennEast Pipeline Canceled

Last week, the developers of the
controversial PennEast pipeline project
announced they were canceling the
project after being denied necessary
water quality permits. “This is a big win
for communities in New Jersey and
Pennsylvania,” said Patrick Grenter of
the Beyond Dirty Fuels campaign.

Learn how organizers and
community members defeated the
project.

| Article |

Climate Justice in the
Heartland

The climate justice movement in Illinois
took a big leap forward last month
when Governor J.B. Pritzker signed the
Climate and Equitable Jobs Act into
law. Its passage is a story of
movement building a decade in the
making.
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Photo by Renner Barsella

Follow Illinois’s journey from a
fossil-fuel-dominated state to one
that passes nation-leading clean
energy policies rooted in equity and
justice.

Photo by Matjaz Krivic

| Slideshow |

The Battle to Save African
Elephants

In Kenya’s Samburu National Reserve,
rangers work to protect elephants from
a range of threats.

These photos tell the story.

Photo courtesy of Mark Clune

| en español |

¿Somos Los Latinos una
Comunidad Desheredada?

“The richness of the Latino contribution
to the United States is immeasurable,”
says Sierra Club columnist Javier
Sierra. “Anyone can see our influence
on the country’s political and cultural
life, as well as our enormous labor and
economic input. Yet our cultural and
natural heritage are in serious peril.”

Find out why, and what we need to
do about it.

| Take Action |

Finish Line in Sight for
Historic Climate Legislation

Years of grassroots activism and
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electing environmental champions is
paying off. We now face a make-or-
break moment to pass historic climate
legislation, and it’s vital that we keep
the pressure on. The full budget bill
now before Congress would invest
hundreds of billions of dollars to
address climate change, create
millions of good jobs, and tackle
systemic injustices.

Urge your members of Congress to
support the full Build Back Better
Act.

Photo by iStock.com/VanderWolf-Images

| Take Action |

Big Banks Fueling Climate
Crisis

Right now, Wall Street giants aren’t just
failing to prepare themselves for
climate change; they’re actively making
the problem worse by pouring billions
of dollars each year into new fossil fuel
development. Treasury Secretary
Janet Yellen is putting together a major
report on reducing climate risks in our
financial system, and our voices can
help shape her recommendations.

Tell Secretary Yellen: Stop Wall
Street from fueling the climate
crisis.

| Podcast |

Podcasts Get Personal

The podcast format makes climate
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stories more compelling than they
might be on paper.

Here's a look at podcasts that are
breaking new ground on climate
reporting.

Illustration by Ellen Weinstein

| Sierra Magazine |

Regeneration, Justice, and
Renewal

Paul Hawken's new book,
Regeneration, sets forth a bold vision
for reversing the climate crisis in a
single generation.

Read an excerpt from Regeneration.

Image by Google Maps

| Take Action |

Protect Avi Kwa Ame

The Mojave Desert is a fragile
ecosystem, threatened by climate
change and development. Spirit
Mountain (also known as Avi Kwa
Ame), the Dead Mountains, and the
surrounding area are closely tied to the
creation stories, cosmology, and
history of Yuman-speaking peoples. If
we’re serious about reaching the Biden
administration's goal of protecting 30
percent of our lands and waters by
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2030, Avi Kwa Ame should be one of
the first places we protect.

Tell the Biden administration to
designate Avi Kwa Ame as a
national monument.
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| Sierra Student Coalition |

Student Squads for Climate
Action

The Sierra Student Coalition will host
an open house on October 21 to
launch its Squad Program for young
organizers. Whether you want to work
on school campuses, in community
centers, or function as the youth arm of
existing organizations doing climate
and environmental justice work ,the
Squad Program focuses on leadership
skills while sharpening political and
analytical acumen in service to the
cause of climate justice. 

Register for the open house on
October 21 at 4:30 PM PST / 7:30 PM
EST.
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| Team Sierra |

Earn an A-Frame Tent, Sierra
Club Outing, and Other Eco-
Friendly Prizes

City Hike is a self-led hike-a-thon that
you can join from wherever you are
using our immersive experience via the
Glide App. Over the past two weeks,
thousands of people across the country
have hiked for climate action, raising
nearly $80K.

There are only 4 days left to be a
part of this event—don’t miss out!
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Plus, you can earn exciting prizes
when you raise money to protect
our planet!

A reminder from our last email—to read "An Invitation to Save the Planet by
Ending White Supremacy" by Hop Hopkins then RSVP to join a
conversation with the author.

This email was sent to: city.council@cityofpaloalto.org

This email was sent by the Sierra Club
2101 Webster St., Suite 1300, Oakland, CA 94612

Manage Preferences | Unsubscribe | View as Web Page
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From: Aram James
To: Binder, Andrew; Human Relations Commission; Jeff Moore; Winter Dellenbach; Council, City; Raj; Sajid Khan;

Jeff Rosen; Jay Boyarsky; Planning Commission; Roberta Ahlquist; Rebecca Eisenberg; chuck jagoda;
cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Perron, Zachary; Reifschneider, James; Tony Dixon; Jonsen, Robert; Joe Simitian;
Shikada, Ed; Stump, Molly; Greg Tanaka; Greer Stone; DuBois, Tom; Bil Barber; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com

Subject: Can canines be trained to be anti-black? See this short but powerful documentary part 13 of the Pulitzer Prize
winning 2021 series Mauled: when canines become weapons

Date: Wednesday, October 6, 2021 12:49:30 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

As we approach the important Oct 14, 2021 HRC informational session, starting at 6 pm,
consider the below comments and watch the powerful 15 min documentary on the provocative
issue: Can canines be trained to be anti-black? You be the judge. 

FYI: The link below is to part 13 -the last part of this Pulitzer Prize series- on mauling of
human beings -particularly African American- going back to slavery and before and then back
to current times. 

It is a 15 minute documentary that shows the intentional training of these canines to attack
Black people. Please watch this documentary…..I believe it will lead you the conclusion that
no amount of compromised policy changes or policy tweaking of canine policy is sufficient—
canine units, including Palo Alto’s, must be disbanded.
Let me know your thoughts. 

Aram James 

https://www.themarshallproject.org/2021/06/23/a-dog-can-be-trained-to-be-anti-
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From: Amie Ashton
To: Transportation
Cc: Council, City
Subject: Trader Joe"s/T&C Bike Parking
Date: Tuesday, October 5, 2021 5:31:06 PM
Attachments: image.png

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello Transportation Department,

We have a GREAT problem at Town & Country Shopping Center, and more specifically at
Trader Joe's. The bike parking is almost always full and spills over around the entrance and
cart area. Here is a photo from my visit the other day. My bike wouldn't even fit!

It is such a victory to see everyone biking, especially given the vehicle congestion around the
shopping center (you couldn't pay me to drive there). How can we get more bike
parking? Folks that bike = more parking/road space for those that cannot/do not bike there. 

Cycling should be encouraged and celebrated with easy and accessible bike
parking! Let's add more, at Whole Foods as well.

I have also emailed Trader Joes's staff to see if anything can be done on their end. 

Thank you,

Amie Ashton
Board Chair - Silicon Valley Bicycle Coalition 
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From: Tracy Kwan
To: Council, City
Subject: Pampas Grass outside City Hall
Date: Tuesday, October 5, 2021 4:15:45 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

To whom it may concern:

Hi, my name is Tracy Kwan and I work in Palo Alto at Stanford Hospital. My fiancé and I
were walking around downtown Palo Alto and couldn’t help but admire the beautiful pampas
grass outside the Palo Alto City hall!

We’re getting married next year and would love to include that into our wedding somehow.
We really like it’s color, lush, and feathery plumes. This is a really silly question, but we’re
wondering if the city of Palo Alto would consider selling some of the pampas plumes to us? 

Thank you so much for your time and consideration!

Feel free to call or email! Hope to hear back from you!

Thanks,
Tracy and Stephen 
916-524-0330

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Aram James
To: Sajid Khan; Jeff Rosen; Jeff Moore; Human Relations Commission; Council, City; Raj; chuck jagoda;

wintergery@earthlink.net; Jay Boyarsky; Planning Commission; Roberta Ahlquist; Rebecca Eisenberg;
wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com; Greg Tanaka; DuBois, Tom; alisa mallari tu; Cormack, Alison; Binder,
Andrew; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Greer Stone; Filseth, Eric (Internal); Lewis. james

Subject: The Mercury News E-Edition Article ( Goal: End family homelessness by 2025 in county)
Date: Tuesday, October 5, 2021 9:18:46 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

Follow the link below to view the article.

Goal: End family homelessness by 2025 in county
https://mercurynews-ca-app.newsmemory.com/?publink=38f292f1b_1345f61

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Loran Harding
To: Loran Harding; alumnipresident@stanford.edu; antonia.tinoco@hsr.ca.gov; David Balakian; bballpod; fred

beyerlein; beachrides; Leodies Buchanan; bearwithme1016@att.net; boardmembers; Cathy Lewis; Council, City;
Chris Field; dennisbalakian; Doug Vagim; Daniel Zack; Dan Richard; david pomaville;
esmeralda.soria@fresno.gov; eappel@stanford.edu; francis.collins@nih.gov; fmerlo@wildelectric.net;
grinellelake@yahoo.com; George.Rutherford@ucsf.edu; Gabriel.Ramirez@fresno.gov; huidentalsanmateo;
hennessy; Irv Weissman; jerry ruopoli; Joel Stiner; kfsndesk; kwalsh@kmaxtv.com; lalws4@gmail.com;
margaret-sasaki@live.com; Mark Standriff; Mayor; newsdesk; news@fresnobee.com; nick yovino;
russ@topperjewelers.com; tsheehan; terry; VT3126782@gmail.com; vallesR1969@att.net; Steve Wayte

Subject: Fwd: Dr. John Campbell Sun. 10-3-2021
Date: Tuesday, October 5, 2021 3:10:04 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Tue, Oct 5, 2021 at 2:11 AM
Subject: Fwd: Dr. John Campbell Sun. 10-3-2021
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Tue, Oct 5, 2021 at 2:04 AM
Subject: Fwd: Dr. John Campbell Sun. 10-3-2021
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Sun, Oct 3, 2021 at 5:57 PM
Subject: Dr. John Campbell Sun. 10-3-2021
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

          Monday, October 4, 2021   late

            To all-

               IMPORTANT:  Here is Dr. John Campbell in the UK discussing the press release
by Merck that they have a good oral antiviral.  Big news.  Anything to slow the spread  and
mutations of the Delta variant. May well work with other variants too.  Not as effective as the
vaccines, but it will help in the fight.

                  Antiviral game changer - YouTube
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          Here is a good article about it. Merck is saying that a course of treatment with this will
be $705, but cheaper in countries with lower incomes. It will be a big help in places that don't
have e-. Hard to get to, hard to keep vaccines cold during transport. Shots require some
training.  

          COVID-19 treatment being rushed to FDA after trials were 'stopped early due to
positive results' (dailykos.com)

        I felt compelled to own some Merck, so this morning, my limit order at Schwab produced
this:  Dr. Campbell in the video above says that big profits will result from this development
by Merck. Merck is rated B by Schwab and highly rated by others. Pays a DIV, several fold of
what the banks pay right now.

                Trade Notification - Account ending in 130 - loran.harding@alumni.stanford.edu -
Stanford Alumni Mail (google.com)

         L. William Harding
        Fresno, Ca. 
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From: mark weiss
To: Council, City
Subject: Re: PAW menace
Date: Tuesday, October 5, 2021 1:36:59 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

Is it possible to function as a Democracy when billiondollarrealestatespecialintersts roam the streets and crush
dissent?

Sent from my iPhone

> On Oct 5, 2021, at 1:20 AM, mark weiss <earwopa@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
> Why does Bill Johnson’s PAW publish death threats against Palo Alto citizens who aspire for leadership positions
(for example, by running for office) yet delete and censor posts by that same person, me?
>
> <IMG_3514.jpg>
> Mark Weiss
> In Palo Alto
>
> Maybe this is a private argument yet it is related to our sometimes sagging efforts at self-governance. Arguably, as
Chomsky and Bagdikian warned, the free press in Palo Alto is dead and replace by a special interest , possibly the
billion dollar commercial (“Downtown”) real estate interests
>
> Sent from my iPhone

mailto:earwopa@yahoo.com
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From: mark weiss
To: Council, City
Subject: PAW menace
Date: Tuesday, October 5, 2021 1:20:30 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.
________________________________

Why does Bill Johnson’s PAW publish death threats against Palo Alto citizens who aspire for leadership positions (for example, by running for office) yet delete and censor posts by that
same person, me?

Mark Weiss 
In Palo Alto

Maybe this is a private argument yet it is related to our sometimes sagging efforts at self-governance. Arguably, as Chomsky and Bagdikian warned, the free press in Palo Alto is dead
and replace by a special interest , possibly the billion dollar commercial (“Downtown”) real estate interests

Sent from my iPhone

Paly '82 Alum, Palo Alto High School 
on Jul 24, 2014 at 1 :29 am 

I repeat Mr. Weiss' first posting: "I graduated Gunn in 

1982. Go, Titans!" which is a divisive statement in this 

city. 

Did no one catch his mathematical error? "I was born 

January 28, 1964 (Aquarius) such that I am 45 

actually." He should be age 50 unless he drank from 

the Fountain of Youth at some concert. 

Prepare for the snipers, Mr. Weiss. 

Report Objectionable Comment I Email Moderator 
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From: Aram James
To: Tanaka, Greg; Greer Stone; Human Relations Commission; Kou, Lydia; Council, City; Planning Commission; Sajid

Khan; Jeff Rosen; Jeff Moore; Raj; Jay Boyarsky; wintergery@earthlink.net; Roberta Ahlquist; Shikada, Ed;
Braden Cartwright; Gennady Sheyner; Emily Mibach; Dave Price; Joe Simitian; Rebecca Eisenberg; chuck jagoda;
Winter Dellenbach; Binder, Andrew; Jonsen, Robert; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org

Subject: Greg Tanaka leave our free speech our stand-alone-hate-speech alone
Date: Monday, October 4, 2021 11:41:00 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

https://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/11/world/americas/11iht-hate.4.13645369.html

Shared via the Google app

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Kate Cane
Subject: Re: Proclamation Request: Family Court Awareness Month
Date: Monday, October 4, 2021 9:57:30 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello,
I just wanted to follow up on the request for proclamation for Family Court Awareness Month.
Do you need any further information? I sincerely appreciate your help. 

Thank you for your time. 

Kate Cane

On Sat, Sep 25, 2021 at 8:26 PM Kate Cane <katie5266@gmail.com> wrote:
To Whom this May Concern,

November is Family Court Awareness Month which provides an excellent opportunity for 
our city to demonstrate its support in recognizing the importance of a family court system 
that prioritizes child safety and acts in the best interest of children. 

During the inaugural Family Court Awareness Month (2020), the top advocates in the 
family court system joined forces in a united effort to honor the 758 children who had been 
murdered by a separating or divorcing parent (2008-2020, Center for Judicial Excellence). 
This collaboration was organized by Tina Swithin of One Mom’s Battle and Sandra Ross of 
California Protective Parents Association. Joining in this awareness campaign was The 
National Family Violence Law Center, The Court Said USA, Kayden’s Korner Foundation, 
Kyra Franchetti Foundation, Pollack Group LLC, Center for Judicial Excellence, and the 
Stop Abuse Campaign.

Efforts to coin the month of November as Family Court Awareness Month received 
recognition and endorsements from California Congresswoman Judy Chu, Senator Susan 
Rubio and Assemblywoman Blanca Rubio. At the Los Angeles press conference on 
November 1, 2020, Senator Rubio and Assemblywoman Rubio were in attendance and 
spoke prior to the ribbon cutting ceremony. 

The Los Angeles event was the first in a series of press conferences across the country. 
Speakers at these events were notable voices in the domestic violence and family court 
advocacy communities. These speakers included Jacqueline Franchetti whose daughter, 
Kyra Franchetti was murdered as a result of a New York family court failure. Ana Estevez, 
whose beloved son, Piqui, was murdered as a result of a California family court failure and 
Kathy Sherlock, mother to Kayden, who was murdered as a result of a Pennsylvania family 
court failure. Since last November, the number of children murdered by separating or 
divorcing parents has increased to 806; 48 additional children have lost their lives in less 
than a year.

Currently, many families in our community are struggling in silence and facing the reality 
that child safety is not being prioritized. Our family court system lacks the proper training 
on domestic violence, childhood trauma and post separation abuse. In fact, many are 
shocked to discover that most states do not have domestic violence training requirements 
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prior to a judicial officer presiding over family court cases and ultimately, determining the 
fate of innocent children. In the states that do have requirements for domestic 
violence training, it is very minimal. 

Our goal for Family Court Awareness Month 2021, is to shine a spotlight on solutions such 
as the research that is currently available, but not being utilized. This research includes:

The Meier Study
Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs)
The Saunders Study
The Santa Clara University Study (High Conflict individuals in the family court 
system

I would be honored if you would sponsor an official proclamation to recognize November 
as Family Court Awareness Month. Your proclamation would lend official recognition to 
the important work of educating the public, as well as emphasize your personal commitment 
to help support matters that are of the utmost importance to your community, child safety.

I have cc’d founder, Tina Swithin (tina@familycourtawarenessmonth.com) on this email 
and if it works with her schedule, she would be honored to be in attendance (virtually) when 
the proclamation is presented. 

If you, or your staff, have any questions concerning the request, or Family Court Awareness 
Month, please call let me know.  I will follow-up with your office on this request in the next 
few days.  As always, we appreciate your support.  Thank you for considering this very 
important request. I've attached sample wording as an example if that's helpful.

Sincerely,  

Kate Cane

(949) 690-9696

-- 
Kate Cane

-- 
Kate Cane

mailto:tina@familycourtawarenessmonth.com


From: jpmorganchasebankk26@gmail.com
To: Council, City
Subject: Thanks for choosing Wells Fargo Bank
Date: Monday, October 4, 2021 6:39:52 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

Having trouble viewing or submitting this form?

FILL OUT IN GOOGLE FORMS

WELLS FARGO BANK
420 Montgomery Street,
San Francisco, CA 94104
United States

Dear Customer

DISCLAIMER: This email and any attachments are confidential and are intended solely for
the addressee.
We are sorry for the inconvenience, there’s vital information which needs to be attended to
immediately. As of 2020, there's ongoing regulatory scrutiny faced by Wells Fargo in
response to the scandal, which continues to weigh on the bank's performance. The two key
Regulators agencies are – the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) and the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) – are considering additional sanctions
against Wells Fargo because it has been too slow to compensate victims and address
underlying weaknesses in business practices,
The Department of Justice and the Securities and Exchange Commission reached a
settlement with the bank in February 2021 for a total fine of US$3 billion to address and pay
off the bank's criminal and civil violations.
Unfortunately Mr. Edward Dicker Ingersoll from 150 North Road, #39 Sudbury, MA 01776
came to our Office in-respect of a compensation Fund worth $12.5 million dollars which has
been approved by the Federal Government of the United States, to be transferred into your
account. He said that you're dead and you authorized him to claim the fund as next of kin.
He's in detention at the FBI office for proper persecution.
This fund has been ready in our custody for the past two months now and I have been
waiting for you to contact the bank but I didn’t know what is hindering you from contacting
the bank since. So I decided to write to you to make sure that you are alive and aware of the
fund in our Headquarter in San Francisco, CA. Kindly get back to me with the following
details:
Full Name:
Address:
Phone number:

Google Forms 
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Occupation:
Valid ID card:
These above listed details are needed as fast as possible if you’re still alive and you didn't
authorize anyone to pick up your compensation.
Thanks for choosing Wells Fargo Bank

Yours sincerely,
Mike Santomassimo
Chief Financial Officer
Wells Fargo Bank
mikesantomassimocfo@gmail.com
(332) 333-8977

Customer Feedback
We would love to hear your thoughts or feedback on how we can improve your experience!

Feedback Type

 Comments

 Questions

 Bug Reports

 Feature Request

Feedback *

Suggestions for improvement

Name

1/ 

1/ 
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Create your own Google Form

Never submit passwords through Google Forms.
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From: Alex Edwards
To: Council, City
Subject: Please keep streets blocked off
Date: Monday, October 4, 2021 6:25:57 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Please please please make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and
bicycles, and closed to automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It is such an improvement to have all
the extra open space, I spend more time downtown now than before covid!
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From: Nina Fearon
To: Council, City
Subject: S/CAP
Date: Monday, October 4, 2021 2:40:00 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello Council Members,

I hope you are doing well. My name is Nina, and I want to thank you for your prioritization of
sustainability and encourage you to continue focusing on this issue.

Currently, the Goals and Key Actions and 3-Year Work Plan are scheduled to go to Council
for approval in February. We encourage the S/CAP Ad Hoc Committee to adjust their
schedule so these items can go to Council sooner.

We need to speed up the timeline for the S/CAP! This idea was introduced in 2016 and it is
now 2021. We have an incredible goal that is bold and ambitious. Now we need to do
everything we can to meet that goal.

Best,
Nina
-- 
Nina Fearon
Castilleja School
Class of 2022
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From: Jeff Hoel
To: Council, City
Cc: Hoel, Jeff (external); UAC
Subject: AMI -- Smart Meters
Date: Monday, October 4, 2021 1:31:25 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Council members,

I'd like to comment on Item 5 of your 10-04-21 agenda, which is about AMI (Advanced Metering
Infrastructure), i.e., Smart Meters.

10-04-21 agenda (PDF pages 1-5) AND staff report (PDF pages 40-212)
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/city-council-
agendas-minutes/2021/10-october/20211004/20211004pccsm-amended-linked.pdf

I intended to comment earlier, but I didn't notice that a staff report was available until today.  I apologize.

1.  I think the item should not have been placed on the Consent Calendar.  Council should have been
allowed to discuss the issues raised by UAC on 07-07-21, when they considered AMI.  Also, the staff
report is huge, and considerably different from the staff report that UAC considered on 07-07-21.

2.  The proposed AMI system will use a point-to-multipoint wireless network.  I think this means that no
smart meter device at a premises will transmit to the collector until it is interrogated by the collector.
a.  Water and gas meters will report data only twice per day, to conserve battery power.  Does that mean
that there could be a delay of up to 12 hours in reporting a leak?  Or could the collector interrogate the
meters more frequently, and the meter would respond (i.e., use battery power) only if a response is
appropriate?  Also, does this mean that "real-time" data for water and gas simply won't be available?
b.  At one time, electric meters were not going to have a battery for backup power during a power outage,
but rather only a capacitor large enough for one "last-gasp" message.  Is this consistent with approach of
transmitting only when interrogated?

3.  Radiation:
a.  I don't know that I'm personally affected by radiation from wireless devices.  But I'd hate to find out the
hard way.  I think the City has chosen a networking technology (point-to-multipoint) that minimizes the
radiation risk.
b.  The City's opt-out policy (see below, 5.f) seems more than fair.  But it's not stated in the 07-07-21 staff
report for UAC or the 10-04-21 staff report to Council.
c.  I'm unclear about the networking technology proposed for communicating between the electric meter
and an in-home gadget for displaying real-time electric use.  Is it turned off unless the customer is actively
using the information?
d.  The 07-07-21 staff report didn't report signal strengths in microW/cm2, but rather in Watts for the
whole radio.
e.  I suppose that people concerned about radiation would be more concerned about transmissions from
the meters than transmissions from the collector (because the collector is a lot further away).

2.  Privacy:
a.  I'm inclined to trust the City not to misappropriate information about my utilities uses.
b.  In other places, hackers have intercepted smart meter information being transmitted wirelessly.  I don't
know whether those places were using a different technology.  During the 07-07-21 UAC meeting, staff
said they were adhering to industry standards.  But I don't know whether the other places were adhering
to the same industry standards.

3.  Safety:
a.  In other places, smart meters have started fires when they were misinstalled.  I'm inclined to trust the
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City not to do that.
b.  The 07-07-21 staff report says SOME premises will get smart electric meters where power  can be
shut off remotely.  Could hackers use that feature maliciously?  WHICH premises will get these meters?

4.  Pricing:
a.  I'm inclined to believe that the City's plans for pricing electricity will be fair.  Will CPAU give customers
a choice of plans: either time-of-use (TOU) or not?

5.  Other:
a.  When there's an electric power outage, does the smart meter stop working until power is restored?  In
a previous staff report, staff proposed to use a meter that had only enough stored electric charge to make
one "last-gasp" transmission to the central office.  I think the current plan (point-to-multipoint network) is
for the meter to transmit only when asked by the collector, which will be once every 15 minutes.  That's
incompatible with the "last-gasp" idea, I think.
b.  What is the proposed data rate?
c.  How flexibly can the meters be programmed?
d.  Can the customer get real-time usage about water and gas.  The 07-07-21 staff report (page 43)
seems to say yes.  Does this mean that these meters also have an (optional) Zigbee interface for doing
that?  Note that these meters must be especially frugal with consuming electric power because they're
battery powered.
e.  When PG&E first started using smart meters, some customers complained that they were billed for
electricity they didn't use.  I think the problem turned out to be that PG&E sometimes couldn't read the
meters, and PG&E had software that would make up use data for billing purposes.  (So, for example, the
software said folks were using electricity during a power outage.)  Hopefully, Palo Alto won't have this
problem, or this "solution."
f.  Opt-out:  This FAQ (07-20-21) says:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/Departments/Utilities/Customer-Service/Meter-Reading/Advanced-
Metering-Infrastructure-and-Smart-Grid
Q: "If I do not want an advanced meter in my home, can I opt out?"  A: "Yes. The City Council will be
deciding how customers will be able to opt-out, without having to pay a fee to cover manual meter reading
and processing costs incurred by CPAU."  I was surprised.  Most utilities charge a fee.  I don't know what
Council will actually do, or when they will actually do it.  I don't know if they've read the FAQ. 
(Incidentally, the Q says "in my home."  I think it means "near my home.")

Thanks.

Jeff

-------------------
Jeff Hoel
731 Colorado Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94303
-------------------
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From: ncfnorcalrep@gmail.com
To: Council, City
Subject: Tonight"s vote on Smart Meters
Date: Monday, October 4, 2021 12:44:57 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Council Members, 

As a resident of Palo Alto for over 33 years, and a 30 year utility paying customer, 
I kindly request that you vote "NO" on the installation of smart meters.   

But if the smart meter installation gets approved, I kindly request that you include
in the regulations an amendment that allows for people to "OPT OUT" of the
program and retain their analog meters, without charge. 

My current utility bill is a mess because of the algorithmic computer system---can't
imagine what a so-called "smart meter" would do.  

Thank you. 
Beth Bradach 
2020 Princeton St. 
Palo Alto, CA. 
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From: Jeff Hoel
To: Council, City
Cc: Hoel, Jeff (external); UAC
Subject: AMI -- Smart Meters
Date: Monday, October 4, 2021 1:31:25 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Council members,

I'd like to comment on Item 5 of your 10-04-21 agenda, which is about AMI (Advanced Metering
Infrastructure), i.e., Smart Meters.

10-04-21 agenda (PDF pages 1-5) AND staff report (PDF pages 40-212)
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/assets/public/agendas-minutes-reports/agendas-minutes/city-council-
agendas-minutes/2021/10-october/20211004/20211004pccsm-amended-linked.pdf

I intended to comment earlier, but I didn't notice that a staff report was available until today.  I apologize.

1.  I think the item should not have been placed on the Consent Calendar.  Council should have been
allowed to discuss the issues raised by UAC on 07-07-21, when they considered AMI.  Also, the staff
report is huge, and considerably different from the staff report that UAC considered on 07-07-21.

2.  The proposed AMI system will use a point-to-multipoint wireless network.  I think this means that no
smart meter device at a premises will transmit to the collector until it is interrogated by the collector.
a.  Water and gas meters will report data only twice per day, to conserve battery power.  Does that mean
that there could be a delay of up to 12 hours in reporting a leak?  Or could the collector interrogate the
meters more frequently, and the meter would respond (i.e., use battery power) only if a response is
appropriate?  Also, does this mean that "real-time" data for water and gas simply won't be available?
b.  At one time, electric meters were not going to have a battery for backup power during a power outage,
but rather only a capacitor large enough for one "last-gasp" message.  Is this consistent with approach of
transmitting only when interrogated?

3.  Radiation:
a.  I don't know that I'm personally affected by radiation from wireless devices.  But I'd hate to find out the
hard way.  I think the City has chosen a networking technology (point-to-multipoint) that minimizes the
radiation risk.
b.  The City's opt-out policy (see below, 5.f) seems more than fair.  But it's not stated in the 07-07-21 staff
report for UAC or the 10-04-21 staff report to Council.
c.  I'm unclear about the networking technology proposed for communicating between the electric meter
and an in-home gadget for displaying real-time electric use.  Is it turned off unless the customer is actively
using the information?
d.  The 07-07-21 staff report didn't report signal strengths in microW/cm2, but rather in Watts for the
whole radio.
e.  I suppose that people concerned about radiation would be more concerned about transmissions from
the meters than transmissions from the collector (because the collector is a lot further away).

2.  Privacy:
a.  I'm inclined to trust the City not to misappropriate information about my utilities uses.
b.  In other places, hackers have intercepted smart meter information being transmitted wirelessly.  I don't
know whether those places were using a different technology.  During the 07-07-21 UAC meeting, staff
said they were adhering to industry standards.  But I don't know whether the other places were adhering
to the same industry standards.

3.  Safety:
a.  In other places, smart meters have started fires when they were misinstalled.  I'm inclined to trust the
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City not to do that.
b.  The 07-07-21 staff report says SOME premises will get smart electric meters where power  can be
shut off remotely.  Could hackers use that feature maliciously?  WHICH premises will get these meters?

4.  Pricing:
a.  I'm inclined to believe that the City's plans for pricing electricity will be fair.  Will CPAU give customers
a choice of plans: either time-of-use (TOU) or not?

5.  Other:
a.  When there's an electric power outage, does the smart meter stop working until power is restored?  In
a previous staff report, staff proposed to use a meter that had only enough stored electric charge to make
one "last-gasp" transmission to the central office.  I think the current plan (point-to-multipoint network) is
for the meter to transmit only when asked by the collector, which will be once every 15 minutes.  That's
incompatible with the "last-gasp" idea, I think.
b.  What is the proposed data rate?
c.  How flexibly can the meters be programmed?
d.  Can the customer get real-time usage about water and gas.  The 07-07-21 staff report (page 43)
seems to say yes.  Does this mean that these meters also have an (optional) Zigbee interface for doing
that?  Note that these meters must be especially frugal with consuming electric power because they're
battery powered.
e.  When PG&E first started using smart meters, some customers complained that they were billed for
electricity they didn't use.  I think the problem turned out to be that PG&E sometimes couldn't read the
meters, and PG&E had software that would make up use data for billing purposes.  (So, for example, the
software said folks were using electricity during a power outage.)  Hopefully, Palo Alto won't have this
problem, or this "solution."
f.  Opt-out:  This FAQ (07-20-21) says:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/Departments/Utilities/Customer-Service/Meter-Reading/Advanced-
Metering-Infrastructure-and-Smart-Grid
Q: "If I do not want an advanced meter in my home, can I opt out?"  A: "Yes. The City Council will be
deciding how customers will be able to opt-out, without having to pay a fee to cover manual meter reading
and processing costs incurred by CPAU."  I was surprised.  Most utilities charge a fee.  I don't know what
Council will actually do, or when they will actually do it.  I don't know if they've read the FAQ. 
(Incidentally, the Q says "in my home."  I think it means "near my home.")

Thanks.

Jeff

-------------------
Jeff Hoel
731 Colorado Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94303
-------------------
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From: Patrick Butler
To: Council, City
Cc: Karen White
Subject: Please Pull AMI Meters from the Consent Agenda
Date: Monday, October 4, 2021 10:43:02 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hon. Members of the Palo Alto City Council

My wife and I are opposed to the action item on tonight's consent agenda to spend 17.1
million dollars for so-called "smart" (AMI) meters and an additional 1.3 million dollars for yet
another consultant and contractor to manage the project. As I remember the proposal mentions
the saving of salaries for lower-paid meter readers yet also indicates that two new city
employees and a supervisor would be hired to interface with the contractor.

The funds for this significant project would come from the "Electric Special Project Reserve",
which I assume has come from millions of dollars in overcharges to customers from the grid
price as we have watched our electric bills climb close to PG&E rates from the lower prices
we paid just a few years ago.

I have lived with a conversion from analog to AMI meters in a home that also had natural gas
for forced-air heating and AC, water heating and our stove, and the electric bill tripled. We
tried to shift our usage to times when the rates were lower, but the bill just dropped to double
what it was before the new meter was installed.

I presume that you know that the CA Public Utilities Commission provides for residents to opt
out of these so-called "smart" meters and continue with a flat rate. There is a one-time charge
of $75 ($10 for lower income) and then a monthly rate of $10 ($5 for low income) and that
monthly fee expires after three years:

https://www.pge.com/en_US/residential/save-energy-money/analyze-your-usage/your-
usage/view-and-share-your-data-with-smartmeter/smartmeter-updates/smart-meter-opt-out-
program.page

We will certainly take that option to keep our meter, and most of our neighbors after
discussing the subject indicated they will do so as well. You will need to keep some of those
meter readers and might want to make sure you are not committed to buying all of those
30,076 meters.

If the city really wants to pull in some extra funds you might look at the rates charged for our
commercial customers - they are lower than the residential rates and the more you use the less
you pay. 

There was a trial run of “smart" meters conducted by Palo Alto that ended in 2019. As I
remember, there were numerous complaints from those that tried the program on a volunteer
basis and who, I believe, were more inclined to make the sacrifice than those who you will try
to force into the system.
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I understand you want to push electric power usage to off-peak times but the only way to do
this is by hurting customers and charging them significantly more for power when they want
to use it. I would guess that this item is on the consent agenda as I have the feeling that this
will not be a popular program when you switch on those new high rates in 2025.

Last, these new high electric rates will hit just as Palo Alto is planning to phase out the use of
natural gas for residents (not the city or commercial customers) and, it is proposed, end the
service in 2025. Too bad we just tore up all of our streets installing new gas lines. So, our
residents will lose natural gas in a symbolic gesture to end global warming while paying huge
new electric bills. Cold at night? Put on another sweater.

Respectfully,

Patrick Butler
Karen White

Palo Alto




